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Abstract
Background: Currently having a software ecosystem is vital for many technology
businesses. For this reason, understanding of software ecosystem and its benefits and also
the elements of each software ecosystem can help business and software communities to
emerge and orchestrate the products ecosystem optimally. Moreover, an interesting
phenomenon in computer science and information technology is open source software
and systems which enable users to participate in developing and using the software at
many scales, from a simple mobile application to large-scale business systems and ICT
applications.
Objective: Study of open source software ecosystem (OSS-Ecosystem) and its roles,
impacts and actors in software engineering domain will reveal how practitioners and
researchers encounter open source software ecosystem and the results will be applicable
to other software technology products and ICT business. The main goal is to understand
how open source ecosystem can promote the products in a competitive market.
Methods: There is a handful of systematic literature reviews published on the concepts of
the software ecosystem. This study is an attempt to bring out the relevance of open source
phenomenon and software ecosystem through systematic literature review principles.
This research method will show the quality of the combination of these two subjects.
Results: The research strategy resulted in 462 kinds of literature, from which 93 articles
were chosen as the set of primary studies. The state-of-the- art of OSS-ecosystem is
clearer by its definition. Model’s and actor’s lists are presented to give a better overview
of the functionality of ecosystem. Eventually, advantages and other challenges of OSSecosystem are cited to deliver business opportunities.
Conclusion: Through out the literature definitions found for OSS-ecosystems and few of
them customized for OSS-ecosystem the requirement for the definition of single open
source ecosystem is required. However, various models have been proposed. To
understand the models’ functionality better, models are classified according to model
purpose into five categories. Furthermore, important benefits and challenges extracted as
a resource for decision-making process for projects or companies to make OSSecosystem foundation.
Keywords
Open source software ecosystem, Open source ecosystem, software ecosystem, open
source, OSS-ecosystem
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Foreword
The world we've made as a result of the level of thinking we have done thus far creates
problems that we cannot solve at the same level at which we created. (Albert Einstein)
This quote of Einstein is very true for software engineering domain. Software engineers
create complex solutions to solve complicated problems in every aspect of life. But when
a problem arises for themselves the same way of thinking will not solve the problem.
Furthermore, various technologies, models, methodologies, in such dynamic situation
make the decision making more complicated and rather convoluted way of thinking. To
solve these issues, constant critical thinking will be a good tool for resolving development
software issues. It is necessary to observe all aspects of software development in order
not to get surprised suddenly. In this study, I try to engage and participate in one of the
IT domains to improve my knowledge and also contribute to the scientific area.
First of all, I must express my gratitude to people who supports me during this study
Ms. Elina Annanperä a Doctoral Researcher at the Department of Information Processing
Science (M-Group) who was a patient supervisor and helped me about the quality of this
thesis and my dear classmate Mr. Prabhat Ram. I appreciate the University of Oulu,
Department of Information Processing Science (TOL) for giving me the chance to be as
a master student and learn valuable topics in IT domain. I also appreciate my family who
supports me in all two years and I owe my success to them.

Javad Nasserifar
Oulu, May 15, 2015.
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, new ideas arrived on the market to deliver values to customers unlike
traditional norms; one of these ideas is ecosystem for business and software industry. In
ecosystems resources are created and shared by participants, everyone contributes, use
common benefits and investments ensuring the sustained success can be achieved. Those
businesses who understand ecosystem, they have the ability to add and co-create new
values with multiple players. This process often including customers using the
coordinating power of advanced technologies, create scale and serve untapped market
faster than ever before. Attract and activate passionate communities and talented
individuals and organizations is series of activities in ecosystems so this can lead to
learning and innovation. Broadening the software production matters and providing
solutions by other counterparts beyond the company’s borders is becoming popular in
industry. This approach is known as software ecosystem (SECO) that attract many
participants to get involve on single solution (Joshua, Alao, Okolie, & Awodele, 2013).
SECO is derived from a bigger concept of business ecosystem. Having a software
ecosystem is vital for large-scale software businesses. Thus, understanding of software
ecosystem, its benefits and the elements of each software ecosystem can help business
and software communities to emerge and orchestrate the ecosystem optimally.
Furthermore, an interesting phenomenon in computer science and information technology
is open source software and systems, which enable users to participate in developing
process and use software at many scales; from a simple mobile application to large-scale
business systems.
The form and strategy of producing software have changed dramatically in recent years.
Software companies and specifically software projects moved toward software ecosystem
rather than having software product-line in every category and platform in software
industry (Bosch, 2009). In other words, software production is not merely an in-house
development in only one organization. Companies welcome developers and users to
participate in the production process by encouraging cooperation and collaboration
(Teixeira, Robles, & González-Barahona, 2015). Moreover, some phenomenon such as
open source software has characteristics that resemble a software ecosystem. The nature
of open source software focuses more on collaboration, unlike biological ecosystems
wherein competition is the dominant aspect (Grosjean, 2014).
Defining a software ecosystem is a controversial issue in researches and scientific papers.
According to (Manikas & Hansen, 2013a), four definitions of Software ecosystem are
defined in software engineering domain and the practical areas identified accordingly.
Furthermore, the concept of software ecosystem is motivated by open source software
domain and its community concepts (Pettersson, Svensson, Gil, Andersson, & Milrad,
2010). To understand software ecosystem, specifically open source (software) ecosystem,
Mens, Claes, & Grosjean, (2014) have tried to map such SECO with natural ecosystems.
However, this endeavour is similar to earlier mapping natural ecosystem with business
ecosystems by Moore (1993).
Open source and its ecosystem have been considered as one of the major attractions in
the scientific and industry domains (Barbosa & Alves, 2011; Manikas & Hansen, 2013a;
Uden, Damiani, Gianini, & Ceravolo, 2007). Many open source ecosystems have been
studied by researchers to understand the relationships of actors and community activities.
However, researchers try to understand the behavior of open source software ecosystem
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from various perspectives such as software developer network, developer’s artefacts and
communication tools and repositories (Scacchi, 2007). Free and open source software
development (FOSS) projects cover a wide range of categories in software engineering
domain and is not limited to few projects, for instance, operating systems, libraries,
modules and components, sub-systems and platforms(Alt Scacchi, 2007.; Jansen,
Brinkkemper, & Finkelstein, 2009). Open source software ecosystem introduced as one
of the most attractive domain in software ecosystem field (Handoyo, Jansen, &
Brinkkemper, 2013), highlighted the need for more studies to promote the OSSecosystem.
The information and knowledge about open source ecosystem are slightly diffuse.
Researchers have tried to study open source software phenomenon from different
perspectives, and so a lot of information exist in this field. Furthermore, there is few
systematic literature reviews published on the concept of the software ecosystem.
However, in this review, we specifically want to see the form and status of open source
software ecosystem and its roles, impacts and actors in the software engineering
discipline. In this study, four aspects of an open source software ecosystem are considered
through formulated research questions. First one is about definition and concept of open
source software ecosystem to figure out relationship and activities in open source
ecosystem. The second relates to actors and roles in such ecosystem, and understanding
the available models introduced for OSS-ecosystem is the third research question. Finally,
advantage, disadvantage, and limitation of an OSS-ecosystem is investigated under the
fourth research question. The main objective of this study is to find out how practitioners
and researchers adopt OSS-ecosystem.
This study tries to evaluate the available knowledge about running a software ecosystem
on the basis of open source software principles and if the knowledgebase is trustworthy
enough for software business owners to rely on. Moreover, observing open source
software reliability as a consistent strategy to run software ecosystem in current
competitive business is another goal of this study. In other words, the study tries to
understand whether adequate knowledge is available to constitute a software ecosystem
with open source strategy and insights by considering the proceedings on technical,
management and business levels.
In this systematic literature review, Kitchenham & Charters (2007) guideline and
principles are considered to design and conduct the review. According to Kitchenham,
designing of SLR protocol is the essential phase in every SLR. Hence, explanation of
protocol criteria is precisely defined in the current research context to show the research
goal and process clearly (Section 3.1).
The structure of this study includes five more sections. In Section 2, an explanation of the
background and relevant topics will be made. In Section 3, a comprehensive description
of the research method and the designed protocol will be given. In Section 4, the process
of research is explained. The consequent results will be discussed thoroughly to show the
apt information in Section 5. Lastly, in Section 6, all the information is synthesised to
represent the results obtained in previous sections, and Section 7 provides the conclusion,
validity and threat.
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1.1 Motivation
The majority of studies tried to deduce the concept of the software ecosystem. Hence,
they introduced the open source software ecosystem as part of or subsidiary of software
ecosystem. They did not explain the effects and relationship of open source ecosystem in
software business. To investigate the real role of open source software ecosystem in
software industry it is necessary to come up with some research questions to explicate the
impact of open source ecosystems on software business. To achieve this goal, it is
necessary to know what is really going on in open source and information technology
environment, and if this phenomenon is beneficial for digital business or conventional
software business or not. In other words, what are the real impacts of open source software
on software business?
Is there any model available for running OSS-ecosystem? If any model available this
model solves what kind of issues? What are these models? For these inquires, Activities
in OSS-ecosystem can be explained in the form of models or frameworks (Uden et al.,
2007). Understanding existing model can be helpful in introducing, encouraging and
implementing OSS-ecosystem. From business perspective, revenue of OSS-ecosystem is
vital since a large amount of investment based on risks assents and revenue prediction.
Who are the players in OSS-ecosystem? What kind of responsibilities they accept?
Defining actors in each ecosystem is critical since researchers, business analysts and
practitioners can understand the roles and estimate the success of projects (Lundell et al.,
2009) or control the relationships in the ecosystem. The other issue that can be interesting
in open source ecosystem is applying or following a certain model in the ecosystem.
In term of business and from business perspective motivations and incentives for OSSecosystem adoption is important. For business, it is important what opportunities they can
obtain or miss by adopting open source ecosystem. That’s why obtaining information
about the benefits and drawbacks will provide knowledge for risk estimation in software
ecosystem.
Eventually, learning the process and essential information for constructing a sustainable
open source software ecosystem. Furthermore, it is important to understand the
fundamental terms and conditions while adopting open source ecosystem is another
objective of this study. To summarize this study, tend to reveal the facts which are
important for thriving open source software ecosystem.
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2.

Background

This chapter explains the background of this research, its key concepts and their relation
to each other. In section 2.1 short history of software ecosystems with the relevant topics
are introduced. In Section 2.2 open source phenomenon as a different approach to
software development discussed some features of OSS. In section 2.3 the effects and
impacts of open source and software ecosystem introduced as open source software
ecosystem, which is the crux of this research. Finally, to have common definition in
selecting the actors in open source software ecosystem Actor-Network-Theory appointed
to figure out and justify the entities and their relationship in the socio-technical
environment.

2.1 Software Ecosystem
Software ecosystems are known as a new phenomenon in software development and
specifically makes the developing of software product line much more dynamic and
challenging. This approach tries to open software product line to other developers and
other product lines, and hence can be seen as multi-software product lines. Software
ecosystem was first introduced by Jan Bosch at a software ecosystem workshop in 2009
(Eklund & Bosch, 2014). SECO is a sub-category of the digital [business] ecosystem
(DBE), and another viewpoint considers SECO as a form of business ecosystem that is
derived from business ecosystem (Jansen & Cusumano, 2012; Mazhelis & Mazhelis,
2012) in which software components, developing methods, applications, services,
business models, contractual frameworks, and laws are combined and work together to
form a production platform in an environment with high diversity level (Darking,
Whitley, & Dini, 2008). Business ecosystem focus is more on economic community.
Economic community is collection of elements that work together to produce and deliver
products or services to customers. This business development strategy has some
advantages over in-house product development. Thus, it could attract more attention from
business owners and motivate them to produce central platform and take control of it by
becoming platform leader (Jansen & Cusumano, 2012).
The software business is a series of endeavor to design, produce, implement and support,
maintain and also sell the software and services related to software business process
(Pautasso et al, 2007; Rajala et al., 2001). Software business generally appears with
business models like open source model, dual licensing model, software as a service
model and also traditional selling and support models, etc. In literature, some factors such
as environmental factors and software product characteristics factors have a significant
impact on business models (Rajala et al., 2001; Välimäki, 2003). Software ecosystems
are new approaches to developing and delivering software products in an open
environment. This approach has the potential to cover all the process from production to
delivery of software product in a monitored environment. This new phenomenon is
attractive for scientific and practitioners in the software business for the dynamic features
it brings to the development process and delivering activities.
A study by Manikas & Hansen, (2013) defines the concept of software ecosystem. This
SLR presented the dominant definition of software ecosystem in software engineering
researches and software business domain. They extracted the meaning, boundary, and
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goal of software ecosystem by reviewing 90 scientific papers. In their paper, five main
definitions for software ecosystem were identified. Two definitions by Bosch, Jansen et
al., Lunu et al. and Messerschmitt and Szyperski (2005) are the main source of describing
SECO for the majority of literature and study projects.
Six viewpoints of software ecosystem are available (Messerschmitt and Szyperski, 2003),
and presented as follows:
1. Users: have some expectation from particular software.
2. Software engineers and developers: interpret requirements and design a system
to answer the user needs,
3. Managers: have orchestration responsibility for material and immaterial resources
related to software development
4. Industrialist: software activities in industry domain and consumer market.
5. Policy experts and lawyers: resolving conflicts in developing process inside and
outside of software industry, protecting growth, innovation and avoid disruption
in SECO.
6. Economists: observation of software market condition and relationships
Apart from the viewpoint of software ecosystem features, benefits and challenges are
addressed by Joshua et al. (2013). SECO similarity with ecological ecosystems, obeying
architectural principals, adopting open source development model, negotiation features
to advocate solutions and problems and eventually potential of emerging innovation are
some features of SECOs. The SECO benefits list includes cost reduction in every stage
of development and evolution, attract new actors to participate in the ecosystem and bring
innovation into the organization. Also, software architecture is more understandable and
support is feasible by cooperation and knowledge sharing, design, test and
implementation of applications are less challenging and analysis of requirements is
accurate by the possible communication with stakeholders. Furthermore, risk
identification is easier by adequate information provided with business demands, and
information related to product line management is available with software dependencies.
However, there are some challenges with SECO such as relationship building between
the actors, architectural challenges in orchestration and management aspects, license
management and risk of dependency management. Also, there are difficulties in assigning
resources in the competitive environment, issues related to building socio-organizational
and communication obstacles and finally infrastructure availability for supporting tasks
on the SECO in both open source and proprietary approaches (Joshua et al., 2013). These
factors are essential to be considered by the ecosystem owners while initiating SECO.

2.2 Open Source Software
Open source software development is a phenomenon in contrast to the proprietary
software business wherein source code and development process is available to users
(Madey, Freeh, & Tynan, 2002). Open source software projects have many characteristics
in common in their lifecycle. They are usually available for free and without any initial
costs, the source code is available for every user for reading, editing and manipulating
according to specified rules, which are defined by licenses, and volunteer developers
contribute to the development. Hence, the project has self-organized specifications
(Madey et al., 2002). There are some dominant ideas in scientific communities and the
software engineering industry that believe open source software product has fewer bugs
in the source code, development is more rapid, while supporting innovation in a
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distributed environment with high level of collaboration (Olsson & Börjesson, 2009;
Tirole & Lerner, 2000).
Open source software development process has a pattern of decentralized self-organizing
process (Ducheneaut, 2005; Madey et al., 2002) and the organizational and team structure
is very close to what’s observed in Global Software Development (Ducheneaut, 2005;
Fagerholm, Johnson, Guinea, Borenstein, & Münch, 2013). In this method, developing
team’s intellectual property is protected by known and accepted licenses, and these
regulations in development process help protect the rights of the user and developers or
any other stakeholders. Open source software is available in almost every software
business, exhibiting both advantages and disadvantages. It provides features to business
that are similar to IT infrastructure (Web servers, email, Voice over IP), e-commerce
systems such as ERP and CRM, Operating systems, licenses, database, etc. Such
specifications make open source software an exceptional development model, which
traditional development models cannot provide for the company (Ducheneaut, 2005).
There are potent reasons for open source adoption and its use as a development process
method. In OSS, projects source codes are accessible. Transparent activity of developers,
and users through provided data increase the readability of codes. Historical data is
available in the repositories facilities project management, and so the communities and
activities are observable. Popularity improvement by open source is possible and
community and software size are relatively large.
Open source software is one of the significant factors and business policies available with
the IT governance in companies and developing countries. Apart from this policy they
can use open source approach to finding motivated staff and workforce for the new
projects or business development. Moreover, open source is a convenient tool for
businesses to observe patterns in developers’ activities in projects. Development
processes in open source projects are more complicated because of a virtual team and
self-organizing nature of open source software development. It means that unlike
conventional (software) projects, the location, time, resources and scope of the project is
not clear. The absence of authority in OSS projects makes projects adopt a selforganization, self-assignment and self-delegation governance (Fagerholm et al., 2013).
On the business side, OSS is attractive for many practitioners and researchers. The
economics of open source will motivate businesses and programmers to participate in
OSS projects or promote products built with this model (Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2003; Tirole
& Lerner, 2000). The commercialization of OSS is a controversial issue in software
engineering domain (Tirole & Lerner, 2000). These issues come up because OSS has
contradictions with commercial and proprietary software development economics, and so
it is necessary to form a new economic pattern for open source software institutions and
use the benefits of such environment for business goals. These benefits are low production
cost, low transaction cost innovation and intuitional framework (Gehring, 2006).
Eventually, open source phenomenon is known as a social activity in software
development, and this socio-technical movement could bring some advantages and
challenges for current software businesses. Therefore, in future open source and
proprietary software could coexist. Hence, the idea of commercialization or attaining
some commercial benefits out of this situation is proposed in some papers. The motivation
of applying open source software business varies from business to business, or project to
project, but this motivation can be classified into social, ethical, technical, and economic
categories (Kon et al., 2011). For instance, social benefits are engaging a community by
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giving access to a large dataset and information and be a part of an active community by
sharing knowledge, source code and artefacts, while motivating actors to participate. For
ethical considerations, limiting the access to open source community resources is very
difficult, so it ensures a participant to be active on the project at his/her discretion.
Technical and economical considerations are not easy to dissociate since FOSS models
provide high-quality artefacts, testing process, and is quickly matching the proprietary
models in terms of market share. For these reasons, FOSS models adoption by the
business owners has not been overlooked so far. In addition, open-source and open-data
strategies are widespread in every aspect of society, from small professional organization
to governments applications (Kazman & Chen, 2010; Munga et al., 2009). Moreover, this
trend of developing software is becoming a business model for software industry so OSS
is shifting to a new level of software production (Bonaccorsi, Rossi, & Giannangeli,
2004). The OSS model strategy is attractive more to small and medium size businesses
as it brings some benefits such as gaining constant revenue out of the market and attain
new ideas for running a business (Bonaccorsi et al., 2004).

2.3 Open Source Software Ecosystem
Open source is known as a strategy for companies or projects to open the development
environment or open product line for others to participate in the development process
(Bosch, 2009). This activity creates environment around open source products that is
known as software ecosystem. Famous open source ecosystems exist in different
technologies such as Android in mobile technology, Eclipse in IDE products, Gnome
desktop environment development, Ruby and Python programming languages and
Apache as a web infrastructure toolset (Eckhardt, Kaats, Jansen, & Alves, 2014; FrancoBedoya, Ameller, Costal, & Franch, 2014; Joshua et al., 2013).The open source software
ecosystem or OSS-ecosystem has a complex architecture. The high diversity level makes
understanding the architecture of ecosystem challenging. Moreover, there are numerous
active elements in the ecosystem that make the ecosystem environment and its
relationship more complicated (Franco-Bedoya, 2015). Actors or entities in the open
source software ecosystem have an inconclusive definition (Ducheneaut, 2005).
Therefore, before finding the actors and roles in open source software ecosystem, the
concepts and terms will be discussed.
Open source software ecosystem has been touted as one of the most attractive domain in
software ecosystem field (Handoyo et al., 2013). Researchers have suggested the need for
more study in this domain to promote the open source software ecosystem. Moreover,
identity and access management in OSS-ecosystem require more attention by researchers.
Controlling intellectual property in a public environment is a challenge for ecosystem
owners, and hence, some licenses are essential in OSS-Ecosystem (Mizushima & Ikawa,
2011). The term “open source” is usually considered with the close environment or
proprietorial rights. Software ecosystem is considered to have some similarities with open
source phenomenon. Some similarities are common interest in software product,
development venture, using and expanding the product. Usually, independent developers
and motivated people participate in the development process, and the collaboration results
in innovation for the product. This approach is in contrast to the conventional licensing
strategy that entails focusing on financial revenue and business model. The differences
are open source versus closed source, ownership versus shared, and free to use versus
payment to use. Extendibility by means of original source code and in close ecosystem
expansion happens by controlled channels like application programming interface (API)
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(Joshua et al., 2013). However, the closed software ecosystem is orchestrated by only
single keystone organization using limited tools and procedures. But open software
ecosystem is open in every aspect. It can be visible to and usable by ecosystem members.
Open source and digital ecosystem have close ties in the current business environment. It
has a profound impact on digital business ecosystems, in which some are evaluating the
innovation with open codes in an accurate way, and providing an environment for
sustainable development (Darking et al., 2008).

2.4 Actor Network Theory (ANT)
To define the open source software ecosystem and entities in the ecosystem, Actor
Network Theory (ANT) (Tatnall & Gilding, 1999) can be of help. The theory can define
the concept of actors that will help in identifying them in the primary studies.
Comprehension of open source software ecosystem has deep roots in some theories in
information technology like actor network theory, activity theory, and also sociotechnical systems (Tatnall & Gilding, 1999; Uden et al., 2007). As (Uden et al., 2007)
explained that the concept of OSS ecosystem needs complicated analysis by considering
social and technical theories mentioned earlier.
There are many systems and tools available to support open source software development.
Distinguishing these entities, or better to say, actors can help researchers and practitioners
design or support a system efficiently. So finding the actors in such ecosystem is
necessary. To detect the actors in the ecosystem, Actor Network Theory (ANT) proposes
that it’s necessary to have a better view of the actors and their characteristics must be
realized. Actor-Network Theory has the capability of designing and implementing a
framework for Information systems. ANT is a new approach in information technology
science. It indicates that since the systems are complicated, distinguishing the entities and
roles is a complicated process. It is not possible to divide the roles by technical aspects or
social aspects. Hence, Actor Network Theory tries to observe the situation on equal
grounds. In other words, ANT sees no difference between technical or social features and
specifications of a system. It means that humans and non-humans have the same value
for a given system (Tatnall & Gilding, 1999).:ANT has three considerations:




agnosticism
generalised symmetry
free association

Considerations need interpretation to make the ANT principals clearer. Agnosticism
means leaving all the idea about the definition entities and actors; being neutral is the
main concept of first consideration. General symmetry as seconds consideration believes
unique definition for everything, in this case it considers actants as human or non-human.
The third consideration explains that there is no difference between the natural and social
phenomenon. Natural and social phenomena are equally the same (Crawford, 2004).After
considering three principals of ANT, it is revealed that social, natural and technical
aspects will be treated the same. In other words, when a network of a system is formed,
the system evolves and it will remain static and stable throughout its lifecycle with the
collection of human and non-human actors. Thus without these actors and the network
between them, the system or project will not working properly.
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3.

Research Method

The author chose Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to investigate available
information and evidence about the open source software ecosystem. Systematic
literature review helps extract relevant data, reduce bias and find gaps in available
literatures in the scientific domain by asking pertinent questions relevant to a topic
(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007) This research method will help deliver valuable
information about the subject with different viewpoints, or let authors express their
analysis in a systematic manner. Moreover, SLR is recognized as a more accurate method
in secondary studies, especially in synthesizing aspects in research activities (Borrego,
Foster, & Froyd, 2014).
The origin of SLR is in evidence-based studies in medicine studies, and afterward,
Kitchenham suggested ‘Evidence-based Software Engineering” (EBSE) and introduced
systematic literature review (SLR) as a tool for EBSE (Kitchenham et al., 2009). The
motivations for SLR are summarization of evidence around the technology or
phenomenon, finding solutions for future issues on a related topic, evaluate obtained
information and finding gaps in the research process. It can also outline a roadmap for
future research and propose avenues for new studies.
SLR has some priorities over other conventional literature review techniques. The
approved documented protocol will make the research less biased and the procedure is
clear from beginning to the end of the research. This systematic approach defines the
search strategy coherently and lets the researcher find relevant papers during the selection
process. Inclusion and exclusion criteria justify the reasons behind accepting or rejecting
of papers by collaborating with independent reviewers and resolving differences in
literature selection to avoid bias (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007; Staples & Niazi, 2007).
Study replication is an important characteristic of a decent SLR. This feature can make
an SLR usable by other researcher as a primary study since it’s a well-documented study
with adequate rigor. Moreover, the results are trustworthy because of the transparent and
reliable research process (Dybå, Dybå, Dingsøyr, & Dingsøyr, 2008; Kitchenham &
Charters, 2007; Staples & Niazi, 2007).
The whole process of SLR is summarized in Figure 1, thereby presenting a generic idea
of the adopted SLR process. It gives a holistic view of the general steps of SLR. However,
a more detailed procedure is required to be considered. In the SLR guideline, three main
phases of literature review are introduced (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007; Staples &
Niazi, 2007), which is also illustrated in Figure 1:

 Planning the review
 Conducting the review
 Reporting the review
Each of the aforementioned phases comprises few steps as shown in Figure 1. These steps
explain each action clearly and provide a good checklist for every research stage.
Planning dictates the objective of doing the SLR by explaining the importance of
executing such a research in this domain. The second step in planning is designing
research questions by considering the motivations and objectives criteria. Developing the
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protocol is the third step in the planning phase, where it is essential to design a
comprehensive set of search strings by appraising all the possible and valid keywords
combination. Following PICOC rules (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome,
and Context) can help to develop it in an effective way.
Choosing the right scientific databases and modification of the search string is
documented as well. Inclusion and exclusion criteria help the authors during selection
steps, and identifying relevant literature can be less unbiased as a result. Subsequently,
designing the quality assessment form and data extraction form on the basis of research
objectives and research question is also conducted in the planning phase.
Misunderstandings and validity and bias issues can be reduced by researchers in meetings
with independent reviewers. To validate them, they will discuss the research questions,
topic restrictions, inclusion and exclusion criteria and quality assessment norms. In
planning, external validity is in respect mostly by the authors and protocol. The other
issue is finding the appropriate answers for research questions and is known as internal
validity. This can happen while choosing and rating papers in quality assessment activity
or even data extraction process. In section 7.3 validity report validity issues encountered
in this study are discussed.
Step 1: Need of systematic review
Step 2: Specify Research Questions
SLR Plan
Step 3: Develop Review Protocol
Step 4: Validate Review
Protocol
Step 5: Identify Relevant Research
Step 6: Select Primary Studies
SLR
Conduct

Step 7: Assess Study Quality
Step 8: Extract Required Data
Step 9: Synthesising Data
Step 10: Write Review Report

SLR
Documentation

Step 11: Conclusions and threats
Step 12: Validate Report

Figure 1: Phases and steps of a systematic literature review on the (Kitchenham & Charters,
2007) guideline adopted in this study.
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3.1 Systematic Literature Review Plan
As mentioned earlier, the following sections will describe the planning of the review in
detail, and document the findings and experiences. The planning output is presented in
protocol format. This SLR used Parsifal1, an open source web-based application that
embodies the SLR processes suggested by (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007) for software
engineering.

Review Protocol
This section outlines the procedure of the review protocol consisting of the research
questions, selected digital libraries, search strings, Inclusion & Exclusion criteria, other
search techniques (Snowballing), quality assessment form and descriptions, and data
extraction form. The protocol development was under the supervision of two researchers
in Information Processing Science Department in the University of Oulu.

Research questions
To address the goals of the study like the state-of-the-art of OSS-ecosystem, business
concerns and challenges, finding effective actors in an OSS-ecosystem and extracting
available models, four research questions are presented as follows:
RQ1. What is the exact definition of open source software ecosystem?
The answer to this question will provide some clarity on what’s known about the open
source software ecosystem, especially the definition. In a particular research, (Manikas
& Hansen, 2013a) there are some definitions available and it is more helpful to figure out
which definition is close to open source ecosystems and which definitions are used more
in open source ecosystems. Furthermore, understanding the facts about the open source
projects and strategies in open source projects and communities will be investigated
through this research question. Also, understanding the features that form an OSSecosystem is necessary to be extracted.
RQ2. What are the models or framework of open source software ecosystem?
From the technical side and business viewpoint, the activities of an ecosystem are
important so the actors, systems and subsystems along with their relationships have key
roles in designing and accepting a software ecosystem. The aim of this research question
is to identify the actors who have significant roles in an open source ecosystem. By
identifying the actors and their role, investment strategy on actors will be easier and
consequently relationship building and maintenance will be more reliable.
RQ3. Who are the actors in Open Source Software ecosystem?
In regard to this research question, finding the models or any available framework in open
source ecosystem is important. Models and frameworks help in understanding the process
and activities in a real software ecosystem. Activities such as management, underpinning

1

www.parsif.al
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the environment, behavior estimations, quality issues on SECO can be justified through
models. Moreover, awareness of available models and models approach is essential for
ecosystem owners in order to use a set of practice for open source ecosystem.
RQ4. What advantages, disadvantages, and limitations do open source software
ecosystem bring to the business?
The goal of this question is to find challenges of using and adopting open source
ecosystem in a real business. This research tries to investigate and see whether open
source ecosystem solutions can resolve business barriers in contemporary business. In
other words, by accepting OSS-ecosystem what risks or chances are faced by businesses.

Data sources and Search Strategy
Digital libraries are selected by availability and credibility criteria of in information
technology and computer science. The following is the list of the scientific libraries used:







ACM Digital Library
IEEE Xplore
ISI Web of Science
Science@Direct
Scopus
Springer Link

In these libraries, ACM Digital Library delivered many search results and also is the
source majority of the articles used in primary literatures. In contrast, Springer search
results were high but very few literatures featured in the primary list. The search result
summary is presented in Table 3. However, it was decided to use snowballing search
strategy on literature references if necessary. This search method is a manual search
wherein relevant articles are extracted from the reference list of the primary set of articles.

Search Keywords
According to research questions and extracting the elements in questions, a generic
search string was formulated to be used in selected database libraries:
("Software ecosystem" OR "Open source software ecosystem") AND ("Open source" OR
"open source software" OR OSS OR FLOSS OR FOSS OR "Free/ Liber Open Source
Software") AND (actor OR stakeholder OR role OR partner OR business OR market OR
commerce OR platform OR framework OR model)
For database limitations, it was necessary to modify the search string that can be usable
and bring more reasonable results. In Appendix B, the collection of modified search string
for each digital library is presented. Figure 3 shows the search process in digital library
modifications.

3.2 Search Process
In this step, we search the literature on the basis of agreed databases in the protocol.
However, for electronic databases architecture, it was necessary to modify the search
string accordingly in order to receive optimum results. We have accepted the selection
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and search string adjusting process proposed by (Unterkalmsteiner et al., 2011) as shown
in Figure 2. This process ensures a precise search procedure.

Start

Select Database
(Digital Library)

Select Generic Keyword
String

Enter the string to the
database
Refine the search string

Check if the
search
string is
valid?
Search and retrieve
studies

Import the result (Bibtex) to
the Parsifal. In batch or
manual

End

Figure 2. Search string adjustment proposed by (Unterkalmsteiner, Gorschek, Islam, Cheng, Permadi &
Feldt, 2012).

Snowballing search method
In systematic literature reviews, a manual search is usually used to extract more precise
articles. But in this study snowballing strategy is used to extract more precise articles.
This selection happened after primary selection phase. There are two methods of
snowballing; forward snowballing and backward snowballing (Wohlin, 2014). Backward
snowballing is the strategy to choose relevant articles mentioned in the reference list of
the primary articles selection (Jalali, 2012). In contrast, forward snowballing helps
retrieve new papers by searching the citation of the chosen paper. In this study, backward
snowballing is selected in order to find more primary papers. The steps of doing backward
snowballing
are
as
following
(Wohlin,
2014):
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Look at the title in the reference list.
Look at the place of reference.
Look at the abstract of the paper referenced.
Look at the full reference paper.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Selection criteria include inclusion and exclusion items in SLR protocol, which is an
important selection process for every SLR process. By inclusion and exclusion criteria,
researchers can justify whether an article is suitable for the research objectives or not.
These criteria will reduce the selection misunderstanding or confusion with the
researchers’ partner.
Inclusion and exclusion were applied in the second round. After removing the duplicated
papers, inclusion and exclusion criteria applied by reading the title, keywords, and
abstract of the articles. Then, to have better selection judgment in the third round while
reading the introduction and conclusion sections of the articles the criteria considered as
well. The selection process of finding relevant articles examined the following criteria:
Inclusion Criteria:









Any open source project or product with its ecosystem
Conference paper OR Journal paper OR Book chapter OR Workshops papers OR
Doctoral dissertations
Open Source Projects’ ecosystem
Published between 2000 <= 2015
Published in English
Quantitative research
Qualitative research
the software ecosystem projects aspects of open source software

Exclusion Criteria:




Full-text not available
Is a duplicate; is a poster; or presentation; Is a summary or extended abstract
Only Open Source phenomenon or project

Quality Assessment
Quality assessment is the process of evaluating a single literature to know the supporting
evidence they can provide for an SLR (Zhou et al, 2015). QA process is designed by
considering research questions, population, and intervention; designing quality
assessment assists in evaluating the quality of papers.
Before starting the quality assessment, it was necessary to collect all papers in a central
location for quick access. Mendeley was used for the said purpose. before that, full-texts
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have downloaded the files renamed them by their titles and upload them to the Mendeley2
system. To have rigor in the quality assessment (Zhou, et al , 2015) guideline is used to
design quality assessment criteria checklist. However, (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007)
guideline was used as a baseline to avoid bias in choosing articles.
Table 1. Quality assessment questions

Type

Research Questions

1
2
3
4

Reporting

5
6
7

Rigorous

8
9
10
11

Credibility

Question

NO

12

Does the article has a definition or expressed the concept of open
source software ecosystem?
Does the article explain an open source software ecosystem any
advantage(s), disadvantage(s) or limitation(s) for a business?
Does the article define the actors of open source software by
example or a case in an ecosystem?
Does the article mention a model of open source software
ecosystem?
Is there a clear statement (definition) of the aims (goals, purposes,
problems, motivations, objectives, questions) of the research? / Is
the aim and context of the research clearly explained?
Is there an adequate description of the context in which the
research was carried out?/Appropriate data collection methods
were used and described
Is the metrics (methods, design, measures) used in the study
clearly (fully) defined (description)?
Was the data collected in a way that addressed the research issue?
Was the research design appropriate to address the aims of the
research?
There was an adequate description of the sample used and the
methods for identifying and recruiting the sample?
Is there a clear statement of findings (data) and relate to the aims
of research?
Do the researchers discuss any problems (limitations, threats) with
the validity (reliability) of their results?
 Is the study of value for research or practice?

Relevance

13

2

14

Are conclusions, implications for practice and future research,
reported suitably?

www.mendeley.com
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To have a more precise evaluation in this phase research questions considered. Also,
research terminology proofed quality assessment alongside questions offered by (Zhou et
al. 2015) used. Appropriate information could find more for the research. In the quality
assessment, the questions were designed to cover important aspects of a scientific study
like Reporting, Rigor, Credibility, and Relevance, plus some questions on the basis of the
research questions. In this phase, all the literatures have been read to answer RQ and other
criteria questions in QA question list. Each paper can receive Min. 0.0 to Max. 14 from
the pointing list since 14 quality assessment questions designed. Firstly, an article should
get at least 1.5 out of 4. Afterward, other QA criteria further evaluate the evidence in the
papers. This progress continued to complete the rest quality assessment questions,
numbers 5 to 14.
Table 2. Quality assessment metrics:

Quality

Percentage

Good quality

75% - 100 %

Average
quality
Poor quality

50% -75 %

Bad quality

0% -25 %

25% - 50 %

These metrics will help derive more pertinent results (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007) and
re-explore the inclusion and exclusion criteria to select better primary studies and exclude
irrelevant papers or papers of inadequate quality. However, this procedure is likely to
result in issues similar to bias and threats to validity, which is covered later on.

Data Extraction
In this phase, data was collected from chosen articles and categorized appropriately. Thus,
a data extraction form was created to collect the information that would help answer the
research questions. This form considered series of valuable information with the
possibility of applicable data or appropriate information retrieving from the primary
studies. In the data extraction form free text eatery and multiple and single choices (See
Appendix C).
Apart from data extraction, a classification operation will be helpful in this phase, articles
will be categorized by research questions and keywords. This process will help data
synthesizing.
In Parsifal, a data extraction form was designed in the planning phase. This feature helps
the researchers to consider the possibility of available data while assuming the research
questions. By reviewing the articles, evidences found and relevant data identified in the
primary literatures are entered into the system (data extraction form). A coding approach
is used for data categorization. We have created some codes by considering research
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questions to classify the articles. The coding is represented in Appendix E to make the
data extraction format clearer.

3.3 Validating the review Protocol
The final SLR protocol was validated and approved by two researchers in the department
of Information Processing science in the University of Oulu. The main researcher and two
other researchers had met and discussed the protocol elements in order to resolve the
misunderstandings and clarify every protocol part. This process helped remove possible
defects and reduce the threat to internal validity.

3.4 Systematic Literature Review Conduct
As mentioned earlier to conduct the SLR, Parsifal, an open source web application tool
was used. A process with five rounds designed to reach the set of primary articles (See
Figure 2) using this method, making the search and import of papers reliable. In section
4 this process is explained clearly with more details. In the early phase, all the extracted
literature were imported to the Parsifal and Mendeley3 bibliography management
software for easy access to the full-text. After the review protocol was approved, the
protocol details were imported to Parsifal in order to have central access to the
information, and aid in visualizing the process.

3

http://www.mendeley.org
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4.

Review execution

This review started in June 2015 and was finalized in April 2016. In this section, to have
a concrete overview of this SLR process, the review execution is explained in more detail.
Review execution procedure is summarized in figure 5, illustrating the whole structure.
However, if any necessary change was made and not mentioned in the review protocol
early on, those modifications will be explained in this section.

4.1 Round 1
As mentioned earlier, after refinement of the search string and applying it in different
digital libraries, all the literatures were imported to the Parsifal system. Bibtex format
was used to import the data to the system. Parsifal stores essential data about the papers
such as Title, Author’s name, publish date, Abstract, and other data if available. In this
round, as Kitchenham proposed, a pilot run was conducted to reduce selection bias. Two
independent researchers were employed and differences were resolved in a meeting.

4.2 Round 2
Before the final selection of articles, it was necessary to remove duplicate papers.
Duplicate literatures were removed from the list first automatically with the help of inbuilt
feature in Parsifal, and then manually. After the papers were imported to Mendeley, more
metadata was extracted for each paper by default in the system. Afterward, the selection
criteria meant trying to choose the papers based on the title, abstract and keywords
information as defined in step 1. In this round, inclusion and exclusion criteria were also
applied comprehensively.

4.3 Round 3
In the third round, the remaining papers from Round 2 were evaluated by screening the
introduction and conclusion sections of the papers. During the review, it was learned that
papers have a better description in their introduction part rather than a conclusion. The
representational aspects of papers like objectives and outcomes are better explained in the
introduction.

4.4 Round 4
In this round, the papers were assessed against quality assessment checklist. Each paper
was evaluated and bad quality papers were removed from the set. In brief, any paper that
could answer the research questions received one-third of the points (1.5 out of 4), and
only then was it included in the quality assessment to follow. Otherwise, the paper was
rated low, marking it for removal. After grading the papers, all the papers were imported
to an Excel sheet to gain a better view of the results. Poor, average and good quality
papers remained in the list while bad quality papers were removed. In this quality
assessment, papers were evaluated based on their inclusion of adequate information about
open source software ecosystem and the related subtopics. Moreover, papers’ reporting
quality and rigor were also considered, although not strictly. This way, the quality of
papers was assessed in this round. All in all, 93 primary articles were finalized, and the
list of these articles is provided in Appendix A.
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4.5 Round 5
In this round, data extraction form was used to retrieve the data from selected primary
studies. Each paper had a separate form with the attributes selected in the review protocol.
Some items were easy to extract, and some information such as benefits, limitations, and
disadvantages or challenges of OSS-ecosystem for business was not clear, as the authors
did not talk about these issues directly in their papers. However, some other items and
definitions were discussed clearly. In indistinct situations, an extra field provided for such
information to keep track and tried to find a pattern trough out the data in personal
interpretation if possible.

Records identified through
database searching
n =462

Records after duplicates
removed
(n = 440)

R1

Records excluded
(n = 52)
R2

Records screened
(n = 159)

Records excluded
(n = 281)
R3

Additional records identified
through other Snowballing
(n = 29)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 116)
R4

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n =102 )

Studies included in
quantitative synthesis
(meta-analysis)
(n = 93 )
Figure 3. SLR execution process with the results in each step.

Full-text articles
excluded, with
reasons
(n =56)
QA excluded, with
received points
(n = 9)

R5
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4.6 Snowballing process
While reading the papers for final selection and also in the third round, snowballing was
considered when a good quality article came across that had numerous references. Such
an article’s reference section was studied and appropriate or relevant articles were added
to the snowballing dataset in Parsifal. This process was repeated on the articles that
populated the snowballing dataset. During this phase, only new literatures were added to
the study list. Throughout this procedure, 29 new studies were found and added to the
study list and protocol has applied to then including process duplication removal,
inclusion, exclusion and etc.

4.7 Classification Schema
On account of diverse information and the need for selecting the right information for
synthesizing the data, it was necessary to categorize this information for uncluttered
analysis. Classification of the data was done by mining the data extraction form criteria
and then classifying the papers in an excel sheet. For example, separate sheets for each
research question was created and the paper’s IDs and the related information about the
research question and extracted data were inserted in that sheet. To make the classification
more precise, this procedure was repeated for every research question. This procedure
makes visualizing the retrieved information much easier. To describe the classification
procedure, in the early stage the articles were labeled by their contents. For example,
papers were identified based on the definition or model, framework or business challenges
and/or the actors or actor’s role that was the focus point of the paper. Next classification
step considers the research questions. For instance, for Research Question 1, it is tried to
understand what are the definition for open source ecosystem and who provided that
definition. The rest of the research questions were treated with the same approach but
different attributes considered.

4.8 Synthesis of findings
For this phase, collected data from the primary articles was synthesized and analyzed and
presented in a holistic report. Data synthesis include classifying and summarizing them,
and comparing and contrasting the information found in primary studies (Kitchenham &
Charters, 2007)
To classify the articles, a matrix table was used (See Appendix D), which was helpful to
figure out the papers according to research questions’ objectives. This table helps filter
the papers based on the information available. The table summarizes the papers based on
the Title, ID, Open source software ecosystem definition (OSS-ecosystem), Actors,
Model or Framework, and Business challenges. This table makes the data analysis much
easier, and article evaluation was conducted with adequate rigor. In this phase, the
extracted data is coded by integrating them in a table by considering the items of data
extraction form and research questions. A code was assigned to the articles while
considering the research questions. This coding helped have a better view in synthesizing
phase. Some codes were applied in all the papers, but few of them were used only in
certain papers as those papers did not provide adequate information. For example, for the
papers that discuss the actor’s letter A is assigned, for papers present model letter M was
assigned Appendix E. list the coding format table.
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4.9 Systematic Literature Review Documentation
By completing the data syntheses, it is necessary to document the systematic literature
review practice undertaken. After analyzing the achieved concept, the answers to research
questions are represented as a report with the relevant process and procedure details. The
data extraction forms, classification documents, and synthesis notes were used to support
in writing the final SLR documentation. The documentation process is one of the
challenging parts of this study since it is essential to compile all synthesize information
and represent it to the readers. This process will have finalized by validating the report
by supervisor. However, this process is optional but make the researcher sure about the
final results (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007).
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5.

Results

This chapter will present the outcome of the SLR process that has been explained in
previous chapters, along with statistics, results and recommendation for further research.
By applying the protocol, 462 literatures were retrieved, and 93 of them were included in
primary studies that could address the research questions issues. The following
subsections will show the results in more details.

5.1 Review Execution Results:
From the total number of studies, Springer Link database resulted in the highest number
of papers (29.9 %), followed by ACM (28.5 %), and other databases provided the
remaining literature in varying shares. Finally, snowballing produced 29 kinds of
literature (5.9%) of the total number of studies as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Literature per resource

5.2 Phases outcome:
To have a better view of the steps passed in this study, figure 5 illustrates the whole
process and the outcome in each round for this study. In the early part, 52 duplicate papers
were removed from the initial list, and then 281 records were removed after applying
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The next step assessed 159 kinds of literature based on
the sections that include Introduction, Conclusion, and other relevant parts if necessary.
As a result, 56 papers were removed from the list. During the procedure, snowballing
search method employed for scanning the reference lists. Snowballing search operation
resulted in 29 kinds of literature to initial list. The protocol was applied to these articles
again. Subsequently, 102 articles were evaluated in the quality assessment phase, wherein
9 papers were removed because of their low ratings. Eventually, 93 primary papers were
selected for the final stage of the investigation.
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Results of the paper selection process in each round is summarized in table 3 to give a
better view of “accept” and “reject” operation in each round. This result also shows
percentage shares of selected articles at the end of each round to give a better
understanding of the composition of the final set of primary studies. As shown in table 3,
20.12% of all literature were selected for review.
Table 3. Literature selection rounds summary

Database Name

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 4

Round 5

Scopus

51

28

17

17

15

IEEE Xplore

42

21

18

8

7

ACM

140

49

49

31

28

Science Direct

63

12

11

10

9

of 19

12

4

4

4

ISI
Web
Science
Springer Link

147

28

17

8

6

Snowballing

0

0

29

24

24

Total

462

148

135

122

93

Percentage

100%

32%

29.22%

26.4%

20.12%

The resourcefulness of digital libraries gives valuable information about the relevant
articles in literature selection. The ratio between selected and rejected article is very high
in springer database. As shown in figure 6, more than 120 articles were selected from this
library, but very few were accepted eventually. However, in comparison, ACM produced
140 literatures for selection and 28 papers were accepted for final review. The results are
shown in table 3 and figure 6 gives a better view of the selection process and final results.

Figure 5. Accepted article per Source
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Quality assessment results:
Evaluating quality assessment started with 102 literatures, 8.8% were removed from the
list after points granted to each literature. The removal was based on an understanding
that low-quality papers cannot provide sufficient or relevant information in the context of
this study. Finally, 93 articles were selected for primary studies. The following list
summarizes the constitution of the evaluated articles based on their rated quality:
9 articles received bad quality; 8.8%
13 articles received poor quality; 12.7%
57 articles received average quality; 55.8%
23 articles received good quality; 22.5%

Primary studies
Eventually, 93 kinds of literature were selected as primary studies for this literature
review. The literature was found between the years 2006 and 2015. Figure 7 illustrates
the distribution of primary studies in this period. In 2010 and 2011, maximum 16 articles
found in each year, and recently as of 2015, four articles were approved from the year.

Figure 6. Primary studies distribution

By studying the papers and taking into account the publication source, it is revealed that
52 of the papers were published in conferences and 22 literature came from journals.
Apart from traditional sources, 15 literatures could be found from Software ecosystem
workshops and only 4 literatures were found from ACM and IEEE magazines. A large
number of papers from the conference and journal indicate that the resources received
acceptable quality from resource aspect This distribution shows that 56% of publications
are from conferences, 24% are from journals, 16% from workshops and 4% from other
resources like scientific magazines from ACM and IEEE (Figure 9).
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Paper Type
60
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50
40
30
24%
20

16%
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Conferences

Journals

Workshops

Other

Figure 7. Primary study Types.

The distribution of primary studies by the study type is presented in figure 8Experiment
(37%), Theoretical (36%), case studies (21%), survey (3%) and review (4%). It shows
that most of the literatures were experiments and empirical research was the main
attention of researchers. In addition, theoretical articles take the slightly large portion of
the primary studies. Only two surveys identify in primary literatures and three secondary
study including two mapping study [P55][P59] and two SLR [P18][P57] identified.
However, some papers use complex search strategy. For example, [P80] use survey,
literature review (ad-hoc and systematic), the body of knowledge and historical data.

Study Types

3

4

34

19

Expriment
Theoritical
Case studies
Survey
Review(SLR/Mapping)

33

Figure 8. Distribution of primary studies by study types.
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5.3 Review Analysis
The results gained from the literature analysis are presented in this section, along with
consideration of these results against the research questions. This chapter is divided into
four sub-chapters represented each by the research questions.
Table 4. Open source software ecosystem articles/studies statistics by topics

OSS-ecosystem related to

Number of articles

Definition

58

Models

64

Actors

71

Business challenges

48

RQ1. What is the exact definition of open source software ecosystem?
To answer this research question, the widely used software ecosystem definition for open
source software was sought, and also learning which of those definitions is the closest
match to the open source characteristics. To achieve this goal, the definitions were listed
with the frequency of usage in the majority of literature. Subsequently, finding a suitable
definition for OSS-ecosystem among available discussions is the ultimate goal of this
research question. For a definition of the software ecosystem, findings show that for open
source software ecosystem there is no specific definition. The authors tend to use the
current dominant description, and they just use the examples or case study to realize their
goals. Aforementioned in section 2.1 five current definitions of software ecosystem are
available. Furthermore, only (Wynn Jr, 2007a) considers his definitions for open source
software ecosystems distinctly. Other definitions present generic definition for
determining software ecosystems.
Software ecosystem definitions for the open source software environment are described
at three different levels. Marketing and management, partners and companies or
supporters, and in technical considerations (Franco-Bedoya, 2015). Four fields are
presented as activity domain of software ecosystems viz., software engineering, market
analysis, symbiosis, and social networks (L. Yu, Cawley, & Ramswamy, 2012). It means
that SECO discussions are categorised as per these four groups. Each definition describes
the elements and activities in an ecosystem from a unique perspective. Hence, the authors
explained the reasons why they picked a specific definition for their research.
Twenty-two interpretations of software ecosystem were found. As discussed in review
protocol, for definition purpose only those literatures were considered that take into
account open source projects or directly discuss OSS-ecosystems, case studies or
technologies.
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D1 (Jansen, Finkelstein, & Brinkkemper, 2009)
“A set of actors / [business] functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market
for software and services, together with the relationships among them.”
D2 (Lungu, Lanza, Gîrba, & Robbes, 2010)
“A software ecosystem is a collection of software projects which are developed and
evolve together in the same environment.”
D3 (Bosch & Bosch-Sijtsema, 2010)
“A software ecosystem consists of a software platform, a set of internal and external
developers and a community of domain experts in service to a community of users that
compose relevant solution elements to satisfy their needs.”
D4 (Bosch, 2009)
“The set of software solutions that enable, support and automate the activities and
transactions by the actors in the associated social or business ecosystem and the
organizations that provide these solutions.”
D5 (Messerschmitt and Szyperski, 2005)
a collection of software products that have some given degree of symbiotic
relationships. between users, developers, sellers, society, government, and economy
D6 ( Iansiti and Levien, 2004)
“Ecosystem revolves around a platform the platform is usually a commonly used
software product.
OSS ecosystems, commercial SECOs, Government, Market rules, etc. An OSSecosystem is a SECO placed in a heterogeneous environment.”
D7(Goeminne & Mens, 2010)
“Ecosystem as the source code together with the user and developer communities
surrounding the software. the fact that they are made up of a set of software projects
sharing a community of users and contributors.”
D8 (Goeminne & Mens, 2013)
“A software ecosystem is made up of a coherent collection of software projects
(including software and hardware resources) that are developed and evolve together.
They constitute an environment in which members of user and developer communities
collaborate towards a common goal.”
D9 (Wynn, 2012, Wynn, Boudreau, & Watson, 2008)
“Software ecosystem (professional open source ecosystem, POS) as the components of
the social system surrounding a given technological platform, including the users,
[individual]developers, entrepreneurs, investors, financiers, third-party service and
component providers, analysts and the interactions among them.
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D10 (Vasilis, Slinger, and B. Sjaak,. 2009)
“A Software ecosystem can be defined as a network of related actors, interacting with a
shared market elated to concepts such as production networks or network economies,
but tries to integrate the economical and the technological point of view.”
D11(L. Yu et al., 2012)
“A software ecosystem includes interrelated software products and their dependent
hardware products, as well as users, developers, and other players such as software
organizations and governments. The ecosystem has some given degree of symbiotic
relationships. Generally speaking, software systems don’t function independently.”
D12 (Yamakami, 2010)
“OSS was seen as an ecosystem in which contributions were shared in a community and
provided to the general public.”
“An ecosystem is generally an area within which physical factors of the environment
function together with interdependent organisms (as a sustainable system).”








Community (By-person, emotional conflict Maintainer)
Diffusion (Professional OSS)
Code (SourceForge)
Development best practice (Bazaar style)
Social change(NPO/NGO)
philosophy movement (Free software)
license(GPL MIT,LGPL, BSD)

D13 (Walt Scacchi & Alspaugh, 2012)
“A software ecosystem constitutes a software supply network has connected software
producers to integrators to consumers, through licensed components and composed
systems. that connects software producers to integrators to consumers, through licensed
components and composed systems.”
D14 (Berger et al., 2014)
“A software ecosystem is a universe of shared assets centered around a common
technical platform. In this universe, various roles, mainly suppliers and consumers,
interact in order to develop, man- age, and consume assets. (i) a network of
organizations, and (ii) a common interest in central software technology are two main
characteristics.”

D15 (Walt Scacchi, 2007)
“It is a community intensive approach to the development of software systems and
related artefacts and communications are openly accessible and publicly available over
the Web. ecosystems are often considered as technical constructs [P15,P16], arguably
with fluid boundaries to related paradigms, such as distributed systems or component
ware’
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AND
[FOSSD] software ecosystem, a set of different FOSSD projects under the same
repository.

D16 (Moore, 1993)
“ecosystem into management strategy or inter-organizational relation at the beginning
and called it “business ecosystem.” The phenomenon in which competition and cocreation coexisted simultaneously in the relation among companies was recognized.”

D17 (Seidl & Assmann, 2010)
“Software ecosystem consists of multiple variable extensions around a common shared
software platform.”
D18 (Kittlaus and Clough, 2009)
“SECO is an informal network of legally independent units that have a positive
influence on the economic success of a software product.”
D19 (Northrop et al., 2006)
“An ecosystem whose elements are groups of people together with their computational
and physical environments.’
D20 (Jansen, and Cusumano, 2013)
A set of actors functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for software
and services. A software ecosystem consists of actors such as independent software
vendors (ISV), outsourcers, and customers. A software ecosystem typically is interconnected with institutions such as standardization organizations, open source software
communities, research communities, and related ecosystems.”
D21 (Viljainen and Kauppinen, 2011)
“A SECO typically is interconnected with institutions such as standardisation
organizations, open source software communities, research communities, and the
related ecosystems.”
D22 (Wynn Jr, 2007b)
“An ecosystem consists of a number of units involved in number of relationships to
produce a set of functions. an arrangement of individual and organizational units,
involved in or affecting the circulation, transformation and accumulation of capital (in
various forms) in order to provide cooperative development, testing, marketing
distribution, implementation and support of open source software.”
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Table 5. Classified definition of software ecosystem by considering Open Source Software

OSS-ecosystem
definition

D1

Defined by

Literature [ID]

Jansen, Brinkkemper, [PP2][P3][P4][P10][P11][P12][P18]
Finkelstein
[P20][P22][P26][P30][P35][P37]
[P45][P46][P51][P54][P62][P66]
[P67][P68][P71][P74][P79][P80]
[P81][P82][P92]
#28

D2

Lungu et al.

[P18][P23][P28][P37][P41][P54]
[P55][P63][P70][P72][P92]
#11

D3

Bosch, John

[P2][P4][P18][P20][P44][P45][P71][P75]
[P76][P77][P78][P87]
#12

D4

Bosch
&
Sijtsema

D5

Messerschmitt
Szyperski

D6

Iansiti and Levien

D7

Goeminne, Mathieu, [P41][P42]
and Mens, Tom

D8

Bosch- [P18][P37][P60][P78][P87]
and [P23][P78][P87]

Goeminne, Mathieu

[P9][P37][P66]

[P90][P92]

Mens, Tom

D9

Wynn, Donald

[P4] [P85]

D10

Vasilis, B., J. Slinger, [P52][P76]
and B. Sjaak

D11

Yu, Liguo

[P27][P53][P87]

D12

Yamakami,Toshihiko

[P29][P86]

D13

Scacchi, Walt
Alspaugh, Thomas A.

[P10]
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OSS-ecosystem
definition

Defined by

Literature [ID]

D14

Thorsten Berger Rolf-Helge
[P31]
Pfeiffer, Reinhard Tartler, Steffen
Dienst, Krzysztof Czarnecki,
Andrzej Wasowski, Steven She

D15

Scacchi, Walt

[P33][P51]

D16

Moore

[P59]

D17

Seidl, Christoph
Assmann, Uwe

[P43]

D18

Kittlaus and Clough

[P49]

D19

Northrop et al.

[P49]

D20

Jansen and Cusumano

[P55]

D21

Martti Viljainen
Kauppinen

D22

Wynn, Donald

and

Marjo [P69]
[P93]

So some of the definitions have overlap with non-open source case. All the major
definitions elicited from literature evaluations are presented below from D1 to D22,
followed by table 5 that lists the authors and the frequency of their opted definitions across
other literature.The majority of literatures accepted definition provided by Jansen et al.
for research baseline. Twenty-eight articles indicate this definition as the most suitable
one for their studies. John Bosh provides two definitions about the ecosystem. In the first,
the platform is considered, and in the second the software solution is considered as the
core of an ecosystem. Definition of the first variety is mentioned in 11 primary literatures
while the second variety is mentioned in 5 articles. Lungu et al. have another definition
for software ecosystem that considers a project as the mainstream of open source
ecosystem. This idea is shared by 11 other papers present among the collected primary
studies.
Goeminne and Mens have worked on open source ecosystems environment and they
provide two definitions for such ecosystem. In [P41][P42], they cited source code as the
core of an ecosystem. In [P90][P92], it was the collection of projects that share interests
with stakeholders including developers, users, and community in a common environment.
Source code as the common interest of SECO systems is related to the technical artefact,
and merely the technical environment around it is important. But in project-centric
attitude, the product, and employed personnel that formed a community is considered as
the main attention of SECO.
A total of 10 literatures used a set of definitions including D6, D9, D12, D20, and D22,
which uses “open source” in their definitions. As per these definitions, SECO should be
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open source. Although the rest of literature used various aspect of open source
phenomenon, the researches opt to use general software ecosystem definitions without
considering the term “open source software”. In other words, some literatures adopt a
generic explanation of SECO and in its study they considered an OSS project or standard.
The authors try to modify the definition of software ecosystem or choose the best-suited
definition for their study. It depends on their viewpoints and the study objectives, which
could be either business oriented or production oriented. For instance, Scacchi used two
definitions in his studies [P10][P33]. His definition used in [P51] provides the definition
as group activity of professionals to develop various software wherein they have strict
communication by sharing their work on the centralized system or repository.
Furthermore, in [P55] the author used two primary descriptions, viz., D2, D20, for OSSecosystem, and explained that each definition has a specific intention. In [P87], the study
covered most of SECO definition to show the broad concept of open source, subjects that
are applicable by SECO. The identified domains are software engineering, market
analysis, symbiosis and relationships, and social network discussions. Another example
is the definition by (Seidl & Assmann, 2010). In [P43], they have a more technical
viewpoint about the SECO in an open environment. Specifically, the definition of open
source software ecosystem after authors’ modification were mentioned in two articles
[P82] and [P93] as following:
"An open source ecosystem is one where it is possible to add contributions to a project
create and publish components in the extension market, etc., without any barrier".
(Jansen & Cusumano, 2012)
“an arrangement of individual and organizational units, involved in or affecting the
circulation, transformation and accumulation of capital (in various forms) in order to
provide cooperative development, testing, marketing distribution, implementation and
support of open source software.” (Wynn Jr, 2007b)
However, in [P54] the authors claim that for OSS-ecosystem, the definition by Lungu
et.al, who see the OSS-ecosystem as a federation of systems, is complementary to open
source attitude. While considering the socio-technical ecosystem from ultra-large-scale
system, the definition of software ecosystem without considering its essence is given in
[P49] as follows:
“An ecosystem whose elements are groups of people together with their computational
and physical environments”
In this definition, the author explains two factors for SECO, viz., a group of people, and
computational and physical environments that construct the SECO with its relationships.
This definition only helps to understand the boundary of the term and the possible
relationship from a socio-technical perspective.
To give a better view to customers Jansen & Cusumano, 2012 formulated the definition
of software ecosystem according to effective factors in the real software ecosystem. This
formulated definition is practical because it makes the platform definition and its software
ecosystem easy. In other words, an introduction template for a software ecosystem is
available.
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“The [NAME] software ecosystem is based on a {software platform, software service
platform, software standard} and is coordinated by a {privately owned entity, community}
with {no extension market, a list of extensions, an extension market, a commercial
extension market, multiple extension markets}to which participants can submit extensions
{for free, after a screening, after making a payment}.”(Jansen & Cusumano, 2012)
Platform
In the most definition of SECO and OSS-Ecosystem, one term is featured repeatedly, i.e.,
“Platform”. In ecosystems, especially open source ecosystem, actors try to promote and
develop a specific software platform in a community. Moreover, the real software
ecosystem in industry introduced in [P18] is open source ecosystems. So a list of case
studies and platforms prepared to identify how this claim could be true. As per the
definition [P57] platform owners and third parties work together to form an ecosystem in
order to reach innovation and promote the platform by adding value to it (Teixeira &
Baiyere, 2014). A collection of open source platform in primary studies identified to find
evidence about the role of platform in software ecosystem is shown below in table 6.
Table 6. Real platform addressed in primary studies

Platform Name

Frequency in papers

Eclipse

10

Gnome

12

MySQL

7

Apache /Linux

6

Mozilla

4

Ruby/ PostgreSQL/Android

3

Python/ODA/Forge
Repository 2
Chromium/Open source CMS (Joomla,
WordPress, Drupal)
Other platforms:
OpenStack/ Nagios project/ SugarCRM
Hadoop /R-Project/ Red Hat/ Evince

1

None

32

In the selected primary studies, 36 literature discussed real platform and its environment
as a central point of ecosystems that actors tend to be active around. Furthermore, Eclipse
appeared in 10 and GENOME appeared in 12 literatures, indicating their popularity
among researchers. Other platforms such as Apache and Linux with 6 citations, and
MySQL with 7 citations also seem to be popular among researchers. Other platforms were
less popular and were studied in 3 papers or less.
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Comparing open source ecosystem with biological ecosystems:
During the study, comparing and finding the truth in open source ecosystem, and
matching it with a biological ecosystem was mentioned in articles in Goeminne, Mens
and Wynn studies [P85] [P92]. They try to find and describe the actors, roles and
relationships or impacts on the ecosystem. These help ecosystem designers to have a
clear perception of the ecosystem, and resource distribution can be balanced in the whole
environment to support sustainable ecosystem evolution. This assumption has an origin
in the theory that software ecosystems are dynamic organizations with high level of
communication between the actors and artefacts (L. Yu, Ramaswamy, & Bush, 2008).

RQ2. What are the models or framework of open source software ecosystem?
For this research question, literature assessment looked for models, frameworks or any
architecture relevant to designing and developing open source ecosystem. However,
software ecosystem covers a wide range of activities from design, emerge, technical,
orchestration, assessment includes the health and measuring the performance of actor
participation particularly in OSS-ecosystem. For each discipline, primary studies propose
a model or framework to make the ecosystem or community understandable and feasible
to use in order to have a sustainable ecosystem. The models identified in these literatures
can be classified into five main categories viz., Design or Emerge, Management,
Assessment, Business model, and Understanding of the ecosystem. Open source is
introduced as a business model in some enterprises so that a product can be presented to
under an open source strategy. (Bettenburg, Hassan, Adams, & German, 2013)
understand that creating a community around products can be beneficial for their software
business. Thus, it can be deduced that open source is the suitable kind of business model
to apply on software business [P56]. Forty-one models, framework or architectures were
identified in all of the papers under the aforesaid five categories. The model
classifications are shown in Table 7. This result shows that main focused area in designing
models is management and organizing SECOs.
Table 7. Model types proposed for OSS-ecosystem

Model Category

Frequency

Source ID

Design, Emerge

13

[P09][P20][P31][P36][P40][P43][P45][P46]
[P49][P73][P86][P89][P91]

Management

31

[P02][P04][P08][P11][P13][P14][P16][P18]
[P20][P25][P27][P28][P29][P32][P36][P39]
[P48][P49][P50][P56][P59][P67][P68][P69]
[P71][P77][P80][P81][P82][P85][P92]

Assessment

15

[P08][P20][P21][P35][P37][P41][P54][P55]
[P66][P72][P84][P87][P90][P92][P93]

Business Model

10

[P03][P05][P10][P15][P19][P26][P34][P38]
[P53][P81]

Comprehension

5

[P02][P23][P86][P91]
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During categorization process, some models were found to overlap with each other. For
instance, onion model is a model that can be valid in management category, and
comprehension model, Software Ecosystem Perspectives is three-level [P81] by (Jansen,
Finkelstein, et al., 2009), and three dimension models also exhibit the same qualifying
criterion.
In this part, the model names and their frequency of usage are presented. This is an
indicator of the popularity of these models or frameworks in open source ecosystem as
shown in table 8. To illustrate the models, figure 12 explains the available models in
visual fashion. By reviewing the ecosystem models, it is clear that some models share a
common objective by offering various features but the names are different. A good
instance is a model for Community Management model [P39][P91] and Collaboration
model [P50] as they focus on managing the community in the ecosystem.
The analysis of Figure 12 shows that the Onion Model is the most commonly-used model
in the management of OSS-ecosystem. Following Onion model, Open Source Software
Model/Open Ecosystem [Development] Model is another management model for
developing the open source ecosystem, which are equally popular.
The health of software ecosystem is one of the subjects for measuring the quality of the
ecosystem. Health in SECO means evaluating the functionality and status of elements in
ecosystem. Furthermore, health of SECOs can be modeled with frameworks and best
practices (Mazhelis & Mazhelis, 2012). Six primary studies used a tool and database for
retrieving data from open source ecosystem named FLOSSMetrics, and one study used
SALMonOSS tool for data retrieval (Franco-Bedoya, 2015). These tools with QuESo
modeling are used to evaluate the performance and health of open source ecosystem.
FLOSSMetrics is a free and open source toolset for gathering and analysing data received
from the open source project data sources. This tool collects interactions like email
information, commit metadata, view of files and source and etc., and stores them in its
database (Franco-Bedoya, 2015; Gamalielsson, Lundell, & Mattsson, 2011; Goeminne,
Claes, & Mens, 2013; Goeminne & Mens, 2010, 2013; Kon et al., 2011; Mens &
Goeminne, 2011). This toolset was used frequently by the researchers in various studies.
In three-dimension view, Social dimension has a direct relationship with open source
[P45] [P58][P80] (Campbell & Ahmed, 2010; R. P. Dos Santos & Werner, 2012),but it
should not be mistaken for Three-layer dimension model. Three-layer dimension model
for OSS-ecosystem, known as a reference model of the ecosystem of OSS, explicitly
describes competition, community engagement, and organizational engagement
interactions in open source ecosystem [P29]. In three-layer model [P86] the author
considers Organization, strategy, Ideology or business as the first layer, development for
the second layer, and user of code as the third layer of the ecosystem. Each layer comes
with sub-layers that give more details in activities and relationships.
A summary of models and the classification of models are making the idea clearer. The
following section will represent four categories in more details.
Management models
Managing the community and artefacts in open source development is one of the hot
topics in open source software projects and ecosystem for practitioners and researchers.
So governing open source community helps motivate developers and counterparts to
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create new products or components (Bettenburg et al., 2013; Jansen, Brinkkemper, Souer,
& Luinenburg, 2012). Table 8 lists available models for OSS-ecosystem.
Table 8. Management models found for OSS-ecosystem
No

Model Name

Application

Source ID

1

Onion Model

Management

[P14][P18][P20][P23][P2
5][P27][P32][P40][P92]

2

Open Source Software Model/
Open Ecosystem [Development]
Model

Management

[P40][P56][P58][P59][P7
3]

3

Partnership (Membership) Model

Management

[P11][P12][P68]

4

OSE Model (open software
enterprise model)/ open ecosystem
model

Management

[P67] [P73]

5

Lifecycle- Model

Management

[P02][P04]

6

Associate Model

Management

[P68][P69]

7

[PConceptual] Community Model

Management

[P39][P91]

8

Metropolis model

Management

[P18][P49]

9

Co-creation process model

Management

[P09]

10

Prediction Models

Management

[P28]

11

Collaboration Model

Management

[P50]

12

Prediction Models

Management

[P28]

13

Darwinism and Symbiosis Model

Management

[P26]

14

The Eclipse Maturity Model

Management

[P13]

15

Model for Resilience in
Organizational Ecosystems

Management

[P85]

16

ESAO (Ecosystem, Strategy,
Architecture and Organizing)
model

Management

[P77]

In the management category, onion model has the highest interest among other
orchestration models. Onion model is a model to formalize the structure of developers’
intake that is new to open source project. Onion model with eight layers defines the
evolution path of individuals with low responsibilities and promotion regulations of open
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source activists who want to become a serious member with sensitive accountabilities in
an open source project (Jergensen, Sarma, & Wagstrom, 2011). In other words, this model
helps project owners and ecosystem owner see the members’ movement across the project
from earlier stages to key project stages (the core of project).
In
[P14][P20][P25][P27][P40][P92], the role of onion model in socio-technical and
ecosystem is articulated by analysing real workspace and community data. However,
(Chris Jensen & Scacchi, 2007) [P32] believe that onion model cannot provide accurate
answers for complicated projects so they proposed “onion pyramid” to overcome the
shortcomings of onion model by adding role-sets to the model. Role-sets in onion
pyramids have generic roles, but these role-sets can be altered depending on the project
goals and application. Eventually, in this complementary model, role migration happens
during a project evolution. The authors use this model as reference for gathering and
analysing the community data in their empirical research.
Open Source development model is introduced as one of the software development
models. This model is described in [P40][P56][P58][P59][P73] as a general concept of
open source rules, but does not provide any more detail. They explain that open source
development is one of the models suitable for running and managing software ecosystem.
The partnership model is stated as one of the management models in
[P11][P12][P68][P69]. This model manages the platform owner and actors who are
active, semi-active and inactive in an ecosystem. Furthermore, partnership model tries to
create value for the ecosystem in a healthy way to induce productivity while utilizing
available resources and reducing the pressure on management responsibilities in an open
source organization (Aarnoutse et al., 2014; Van Angeren et al., 2011). This model
manages the roles of partners in ecosystem since each partner can have more than one
role in a common project (Van Angeren et al., 2011). However, another model known as
membership is similar to this model with little differences. These differences are notable
when the business model is considered. A good example that uses these two models in
open source ecosystem is Eclipse foundation.
Open Source Enterprise Model or Open Source Ecosystem Model [P67][P73] is defined
as a strategic model for a large organization to open their product lines. The authors
claimed that the term “ecosystem” is valid when you have an open environment with a
large number of partners or contributors (Jansen et al., 2012). As a result, OSE model
calculates the openness availability of an organization and its readiness for becoming
open.
The life-cycle model was suggested in [P02] as part of the analysis of ecosystem actors
and use cases. They also proposed a reference model to control the process. In [P04] the
author (Wynn, 2012) describes the role of actors in the development of three phases of
open source ecosystem, viz., Early, Growth, and Maturity.
Associate model is discussed in [P68][P69] as a common model used in open source
communities to classify and manage partners and contributors. These partners are a group
of actors in a cluster format. This model combines two partnership and membership
methods (Van Angeren et al., 2011). The associate model is dependent on business
models. In both articles, Eclipse Foundation was announced as a successful open source
association that used associate model for managing partners and members’ orchestration.
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Metropolis Model is defined as a model for relationship justification of actors including
customers, prosumers and kernel users in open source ecosystem. Only one article [P49]
expresses the model features, and in [P18], researchers support the idea and explain
metropolis model interrelationship with the onion model.
Conceptual community model is a user-driven model for illustrating the actors in a
community and other entities in SECO. In [P39][P91], the researcher makes the
community and surrounding environment visible with their consequences through Web
2.0 media. In [P91], the architecture of open source software for the large ecosystem is
presented.
In [P28], the study used an empirical method to invent prediction model in order to design
a pattern for attracting new developers and users to join the ecosystem. This prediction
model tries to invite and orient the contributors, developers and users to join their favorite
ecosystem by focusing on communication issues in OSS-ecosystem. This model
facilitates forming of communities in OSS-ecosystem.
Collaboration model [P50] is a governance model used to design an open source software
project and make it like an ecosystem in the national projects. The authors described how
centric portal could make the national level project available for everyone and successful.
They believe that the collaboration model can manage the intangible resource
appropriately.
ESAO (Ecosystem, Strategy, Architecture and Organizing) model [P77] presented a
holistic model for deriving the software ecosystem by considering three important
aspects, viz., Strategy, Architecture, and organization covered with ecosystem principals.
This model is also valid for open source community issues.
Resilience in professional open source ecosystem (POS) is a method to make the
ecosystem resistant to any kind of change and remain stable in any change happen (Mens
et al., 2014; Wynn et al., 2008). In [P85], a model is proposed to manage the ecosystem
by controlling the ecosystems capital (input/output capitals) and protect the system with
minimum undesired impacts. The capital change can be attributed to developers leaving,
developers arriving or losing effective partners or acquiring resources, etc. Resilience
model in open source software ecosystem requires some fundamentals to remain stable
in its lifecycle. Moreover, having a professional open source is vital for sustainability
and control of ecosystem (Wynn et al., 2008).
Darwinism and Symbiosis Model in [P26], actually is a descriptive model for the
relationship among products, source code, and partners. The authors did not describe the
model in details so their perspectives remain open for interpretation. They noted that
Darwinism cycles and symbiosis cycles are rules in whole software product lifetime
during evolution periods.
The Eclipse Maturity Model defines and evaluates the behavior of actors in the
ecosystem. This model rates activities of actors in three stages, which are Use, Contribute,
and Champion. Also, it evaluates the values, either business oriented or engineering
driven, that are demanded by the business. The objective of this model is to estimate the
meritocracy values among the actors in the ecosystem. Moreover, this model guides the
newcomers to reach higher levels while actively participating in a project [P13] (Eckhardt
et al., 2014).
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Assessment models
Assessment’s model is introduced as an interesting area for modeling since the health of
SECO is one of the most important challenges in this domain. The researchers have been
trying to work on this topic to propose an evaluation of the health of SECO. Monitoring
the health of ecosystem has a profound impact on the sustainability of the ecosystem.
Table 9 presents assessment models that are applied in real OSS-ecosystems in this
regard.
Table 9. Assessment models found for OSS-ecosystem
No.

Model Name

Application

Source ID

1

Domain Model for Assessment

Assessment

[P02][P35][P66]

2

Conceptual Framework for health
of OSS ecosystem

Assessment

[P93]

3

Health Assessment Framework

Assessment

[P92]

4

Open Source Ecosystem Health
Operationalization framework

Assessment

[P41][P54]

5

The BULB model

Assessment

[P20]

6

Governance Model

Assessment

[P82]

7

Model Driven Development
(MDD)

Assessment

[P84]

8

Entropy model for software
ecosystem

Assessment

[P87]

9

QuESo Model

Assessment

[P37][P55]

10

i* Model

Assessment

[P37]

11

Visualization Framework and
Tool

Assessment

[P41][P90]

Community watchdog is an important tool of moving toward healthy open source
strategy. There are also some assessment models that evaluate capabilities of the current
software ventures to see whether they are ready to enter open source domain or not
(Kilamo, Hammouda, Mikkonen, & Aaltonen, 2012) These models are as follows:




OSMM (Open Source Maturity Model)
QSOS (Qualification and Selection of Open Source Software), and
BRRTM (Business Readiness Rating)
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Continuously assessing the ecosystem will assure the ecosystem owners of having healthy
and productive ecosystem.
Domain model is proposed for Strategy Assessment Model of the ecosystem in
[P02][P35][P66]. In these papers, a domain model is designed for various purposes. [P02]
uses this model to understand the relationship of effective factors on the health of
ecosystem, and the importance of process modeling is discussed. In [P35]. explanation of
openness in an open standard organization is reviewed, and in [P66] this model is applied
in an open source project with large ecosystem. They claim that this model is necessary
and it’s an initial step to evaluate the ecosystem. For existing different domains, domain
model has various terminologies, but the core of this model is common with other domain
models with difference being just in names.
QuESo Model is an accepted quality model for open source software ecosystem. This
model was introduced and used in two literatures [P37][P55]. They explicitly represent
the important role of this model in quality assessment of OSS-ecosystem by considering
health recourses and network health that leads to visualizing the ecosystem health. To
achieve quality assessment goal, three main domain of ecosystem are evaluated by this
model. These are platform, community, and ecosystem network. This model is clearly
explained in the aforesaid two articles with satisfactory results.
Unlike commercial software ecosystem where the sustainability relies on economic
factors, in open source software ecosystems sustainability is very dependent on the
communities and the members (Franco-Bedoya, 2015). i* (iStar) Model is a complex
assessment model for analysing and synthesising the evolution of OSS-ecosystem
including the members, community and ecosystem artefacts [P37]. This model (i*) has a
strategic approach to define actors and relationship between them in a sustainable
strategy. To achieve stable conditions this model uses qualitative and quantitative
techniques for evaluation actors adoption patterns and behaviour. This model uses a
combination of other models and frameworks such as QuESo and SALMonOSS
accompanied by using OSS-Ecosystem Data Sources to evaluate relationship
performance.
Conceptual Framework for the health of OSS ecosystem, in [P93] the author explained
the heath dimensions of this conceptual framework: Dimension one is Organisation,
dimension two is Vigor and dimension three is Resilience. This model is very similar to
resilience model for open source ecosystem in [P85], but with small adaptation they use
this model to estimate the OSS-ecosystems health.
Open Source Ecosystem Health Operationalization framework represents a structural
method to extract data from the different units and definite metrics in OSS ecosystem.
This framework has three analysis layers as described in [P41]. In [P54], this framework
is developed further by Jansen and more details are added. However, the layer names are
changed to satisfy the author’s goals.
Model Driven Development (MDD) in [P84] empirically analysis OSS-based MDD for
open source projects in ecosystem scale; With this model, they found out that developing
and evaluating the OSS-projects is feasible and valid for similar open source project
ecosystem. They considered three main conditions while using the model, viz., activity
in ecosystems, influence in ecosystems, and the interaction between ecosystems. The
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results show that the health of community or ecosystem is one of the important features
of this model.
Entropy model for ecosystem appeared in [P87], and it justifies the popularity of the
components and diversity resulting in open source software ecosystem. This model
explains that with entropy in project or component, the project or component can be
popular for commercial usage. Another, important benefit of this model is to evaluate the
stability of the components or products of ecosystem which is relevant to the ecosystem
health.
To visualize the open source activity, visualizing framework has been proposed to do this
critical task. [P41][P90] used two practical tools to visualize the ecosystem status. They
collected, synthesised source code data alongside the community information. In the
framework, the metrics were selected on the basis of selected models and an application
designed to draw the graphs and make the analysis easier. In [P90], SECONDA, a
modular framework, was designed by the author to visualize the activities of open source
software ecosystem. This apparatus equipped with sophisticated dashboard makes the
analysis easier by predefined metrics such as line of codes, number of commits,
committers activity and etc.
The BULB model is a model meant for auditing the community by considering and
measuring available resources such as Bug tracker system, repositories, databases,
mailing lists, project web server logs, etc. This model comes with a framework in which
the elements of analysis are explained clearly (Kilamo et al., 2012) [P20].
OSS stakeholder triangle [P08] focuses on the health of ecosystem, which is surrounded
by three main stakeholders in open source community, i.e., users, developers, and
providers. The model covers management issues like assigning the roles to players with
ecosystem health assessment formalities. Apart from the stakeholder relationship, this
model can explain the business model of OSS-ecosystem and also the possible issues that
can happen while adopting open source ecosystem strategy for developing a software
product (Lundell & Forssten, 2009).
Design, Emerge, models
Through models that are proposed for OSS-ecosystem, nine models were suggested for
designing and emerging the OSS-ecosystem. These models consider some activities that
are necessary to run a SECO. However, these models may help the SECO professionals
to understand the OSS-ecosystem functionality before running it.
Three-dimension model is actually a reference model of OSS-ecosystem with community
engagement for X-axis, competition for Y-axis and organizational engagement for Z-axis
[P29]. In this reference model, the factors of ecosystem and interactions in the form of
feedbacks that can happen between the factors in the ecosystem environment are cited
and illustrated.
STREAM stands for STRategic Ecosystem Analysis Method to form open source cloud
platform of Hadoop. This model focuses on three main views, viz., business view,
software view and innovation view by representing the processes in each of them on
software ecosystem [P21].
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Table 10. Design and emerging models found for OSS-ecosystem

No

Model Name

Application

Source ID

1

STREAM Framework

Design
& [P21]
Development

2

Systematically Hypermodel

Design
Emerging

3

Three dimension Model

Design
& [P29]
Development

4

Composition Engine Instruction
(Framework)

Design
Emerging

5

Development Model : Activity
Theory

Design
& [P16]
Management

6

Eclipse Platform Architecture

Design
& [P09]
Management

7

OSS stakeholder triangle model

Management,
Assessment

[P08]

8

Open Architecture

Emerging,
Management

[P10][P64]

9

Community building dimensions
(OSCOMM Framework)

Emerging,
Management

[P20]

& [P89]

& [P83]

In [P89], the authors use a systematic hyper model to explore the interactions of
applications with the environment (ecosystem). Open source software ecosystem is an
enabler of running standard and services especially when development support is the main
objective (Figay & Ghodous, 2010). In [P83], Composition Engine Instruction
(Framework) is designed to transform open source solutions into commercial service
layer. This framework proposed by Ericsson R&D to choose and use the open source
application and deliver services.
Activity Theory in [P16] is not a model or framework, but the paper describes it as a good
foundation to understand and emerging of OSS-ecosystems. The development of OSSecosystem can be modeled through this theory. OSS community rudiments and initial
activity are described in this theory model. Although theory details are beyond the scope
of this paper, it is recommended to review this theory for designing and emerging an OSSecosystem.
Eclipse Platform Architecture [P9] is introduced as an architecture model of open source
platform. The paper presented that technology and foundation can add values to the
platform. However, to make clear this abstract model co-creation model for Eclipse
ecosystem elaborate the platform architecture. This model is used to help design the
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fundamentals and management regulations for ecosystems similar to Eclipse foundation.
Furthermore, if an organization or company tend to engage actively with Eclipse
ecosystem, it is essential to consider the ecosystem conditions by this model (Mizushima
& Ikawa, 2011).
OSCOMM is a framework that assists the proprietary software companies to evaluate
themselves and understand the element and actors of open source ecosystem before and
after accepting such ecosystem. This process workflow is explained in [P20] by
mentioning the phases. First is readiness to join open source ecosystem, second is
capability of OSS engineering, and the third is Monitoring the community in stable way
or community watchdog.
Business Models
With business models, the objective is to design methods for making profit by running an
OSS-ecosystem or considering the open source as main approach to attain financial
assistance. Table 11 shows these business models found in the primary literatures.
Table 11. list of business models found for OSS-ecosystem

No

Model Name

Application

Source ID

1

(Hybrid) FLOSS model

Business

[P05][P08] [P15][P19]

2

Three-dimension view Model

Business &
Management

[P36][P45][P71][P80]
[P81]

3

Modeling Software Licenses

Business

[P10][P64]

4

OSSg2 model

Business

[P34]

(Open Source Software Generation 2)

5

Revenue model

Business

[P03][P10]

6

Market Driven Model

Business

[P53]

The business model of open source software is not clear yet for many professional
(Lundell & Forssten, 2009), especially in real industry, but this model is accepted as
business model for software business. The motivation is different, but they tend to accept
open source software in their software ecosystem. For instance, a software business [P05]
used a hybrid model of open source and commercial for a product to control the
intellectual property in the ecosystem, and to survive in the competitive market of
customer relationship software (CRM) business. However, in [P08][P15][P19], the
papers claimed that open source software is a business model with some economical profit
for stakeholders. The economic benefits of adopting or running OSS-ecosystem is making
profits by savings in R&D, development, testing and other development and
implementation processes. Furthermore, open source products or environments can reach
markets faster than other rival’s approaches.
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Open source software development has been accepted as business model in software
industry that considers activities of users and developers throughout a software lifecycle.
This model is similar to the user-driven development approach (Bettenburg et al., 2013).
In [P05][P08] [P15][P19], an open source model is suggested for developing software
business, and in [P05] the paper suggests OSS model to make the platform interesting,
and they ran combination of open source and proprietary (hybrid OSS-model) to guard
the intellectual property, optimize the system and develop values simultaneously.
A collection of papers [P36][P45][P71][P80][P81] viewed three-dimension and threelevel model of developing software ecosystem by focusing on business and growing it.
In [P36][P45][P80], three-dimension illustrates the holistic view of every SECO. This
model contains Architectural, Business and Social aspects of SECO. As per this model,
open source software concepts are valid in social dimension. In three-level model,
Software Ecosystem Level, Software Supply network level and software vendor level are
appeared in [P71][P80][P81]. This model considers the Open source software in Software
Supply Network level.
Managing open source licenses is one of the serious issues in open source community
management. This issue is becoming more complex because of a large number of players
in open architecture ecosystems (Walt Scacchi & Alspaugh, 2012). Furthermore, license
model and business model are interrelated with each other and licenses can have direct
impact on the revenue of ecosystem, dictating business benefits (Mizushima & Ikawa,
2011). In [P10][P64], the papers proposed license-modeling solutions to make optimum
benefits from available licenses in the open source software market from business
perspective, and resolve oppositions in ecosystem.
Second generation of OSS known as OSSg2 and its model is described in [P34] as a
business model that software industry activists should consider. This generation has large
differences compared with the previous approach of open source. Companies have
invested in the OSSg2 model to use it in their business strategies and make financial and
non-financial benefits.
Several revenue models are introduced in [P03] with available strategies like
Complementary services, Complementary software, Complementary hardware,
Distribution & support and Public clouds hosting. Revenue model is important in OSSecosystem because it will affect collaboration relationships in positive or negative way
(Teixeira et al., 2015).
The market-driven model in [P53] is an approach in software ecosystem that considers
the market as mainstream of developing software. In this model, market covers the
community, Users, For-profit companies and Government, and these actors have effect
on open source software ecosystem or product. This model justifies that all the players
have interrelationship and are dependent on market conditions.
Comprehension models
The purpose of comprehension model is describing the architecture of ecosystem for
newbies who tend to participate or understand the evolution of software ecosystem. In
this sub-section, such models are discussed. Although, comprehension models are in
separate classification, these models overlap with management models. However, they
can be used for some tutoring of OSS-ecosystem or SECO.
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Process modeling is one of the models that explicitly analyse the process in an ecosystem.
In [P02], the paper visualises such process in the ecosystem and indicates the effective
actors, context (mobile) and goal (learning) activities and commonalities with the
ecosystem. So the comprehensive viewpoint will be archived by this process modeling.
ECOS is a mapping idea that compares and contrast the open source ecosystem with
ecological ecosystems to understand the software evolution clearly. In [P23], the paper
claims that it is possible for each OSS-Ecosystem to be compared with ecological
ecosystem. Resources and contributor’s identification and mapping them with ecological
terms is the goal of this ECOS hypothesis. Onion model helps the newcomers to
understand the technical and managerial regulation of the project (Jergensen et al., 2011).
Goeminne & Mens, (2010) tried to match open source ecosystem (GNOME) and
ecological ecosystem in more details. For instance, finding actors like Species, which
resemble projects or contributor’s environment and ecosystem similarities, resource
consumption, etc. However, they did not explain whether ECOS is applicable for every
OSS project or ecosystem. The authors explain that a sustainable ecosystem must have
three characteristics: Stable, Resistance and Resilience (Mens et al., 2014).
Three-Layer View Model in [P86] contains three layers and sub-layers as mentioned in
the earlier section. This model can help players understand the ecosystem as a layered
system. Top layer is known as Organization or Strategy or Ideology or a Business layer,
followed by Development layer and lastly Use of Code Layer. By considering [P93], the
study presents a framework for understanding the OSS and its relevant matters. In this
framework, the results show that OSS-ecosystem has serious effects on development
communities, and the method for accepting open source software ecosystem in large
projects.
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RQ3. Who are the actors in Open Source Software ecosystem?
Typical actors in open source ecosystem will be presented in this section by name and
usage frequency. To figure out and distinguish actors in open source ecosystem, the
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) was adopted as mentioned in Section 2.4. In total, 25
actors were identified through this process, and Table 9 lists these identified actors. Of
the total primary studies, 71 papers or 78% of the literature collection consider actors and
their roles in the ecosystem.
Table 12. List of actors identified in open source ecosystem.

No.

Actors

Numbers

Developers
1

48

Source ID
[P01][P02][P04][P07][P08][P09][P14][P15]
[P16][P18][P19][P23][P25][P27][P28][P30]
[P31][P32][P37][P39][P40][P41][P42][P44]
[P45][P46][P47][P48][P50][P51][P52][P53]
[P56][P60][P61][P66][P67][P70][P72][P74]
[P76][P79][P80][P84][P85][P91][P92][P93]

2

3rd
party
developers

3

3

Committers

4

[P13][P15][P32][P90]

4

End-users,
Users, Passive
users

27

[P02][P04][P06][P07][P08][P13][P16][P19]
[P20][P23][P25][P27[P31]32][P36][P37][P3
9][P41]
[P48][P50][P53][P54][P76][P83][P84][P85]
[P91]

5

Company,
Provider,
Commercial
Companies

[P04][P06][P08][P50][P59][P74]
6

Community
6

7

Contributor

[P24][P73][P80]

22

[P02][P09][P14][P16][P28][P32][P33][P36]
[P37][P39][P40][P41][P44][P48][P51][P53]
[P56][P65][P80][P83][P92][P93]

10

[P13][P15][P16][P23][P39][P42][P56][P63]
[P66][P93]

8

Mentor

3

[P01][P09][P13]

9

Partner

7

[P03][P04][P20][P37][P67][P68][P93]

10

Service Provider

4

[P04][P08][P15][P39][P85]
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No.

Actors

Numbers

Project
Manager/Leader

Source ID
[P09][P13][P14][P19][P20][P32][P50][P70]

11

Project
Management
Committee

8

12

Keystone Player

8

[P11][P18][P36][P54][P67][P69][P71][P78]

13

Niche Player

8

[P11][P18][P35][P36][P61][P62][P69][P71]

14

Independent
Software
Vendor (IVS)

5

15

Quality
assurance team

3

16

Competitors

4

[P03][P04][P35][P93]

17

Reader

2

[P20][P25]

18

Marketing
&
Value
Added
Reseller

4

19

Bug
reporter/system

15

[P07][P09][P13][P14][P17][P18][P19][P20]
[P23][P25][P32][P41][P42][P80][P92]

13

[P07][P14][P17][P19][P22][P24][P28][P41]
[P42][P56][P75][P91][P92]

20

Mailing list

[P35] [P52][P71] [P81] [P85]

[P22][P32][P70]

[P53][P67][P68][P81]

21

Repositories

6

[P04][P09][P14][P42][P70][P74]

22

Version Control
System

10

[P19][P24][P28][P71][P44][P54][P56][P70]
[P91][P92]

23

Management
system/Wiki

3

24

Platform
artefacts

8

25

government
contractors

2

[P19][P22][P24]
[P16][P28][P51][P54][P61][P66][P79][P80]
[P10][P64]
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Keystone Player and Niche player
Two main actor categories were identified through this process, viz., Keystone player
[P11][P18][P36][P54][P67][P69][P71][P78]
and
Niche
player
[P11][P18][P35][P36][P61][P62][P69][P71]. Keystone player and niche player are two
main categories of actors that can cover other sub-categories of roles. In [P11], researcher
claimed that keystone and niche players are the roles that are accepted by the actors in
ecosystem, but in [P18] these are introduced as actors of ecosystem that are synonymous
with each other. Keystone players are the sort of actors who usually accept managerial
and orchestration roles of ecosystem. On the other hand, niche players contribute
regularly to development activities like adding and creating features to ecosystem
products (platform) (Aarnoutse, Floor, Renes, Cassandra, Snijders, 2014; Manikas &
Hansen, 2013a). In some papers, keystone player and niche player classifies actors in an
ecosystem. (Hoving, Slot, & Jansen, 2013) for instance categorize impressionable actors
such as developers and users as niche player, and effective actors such company as
keystone player. Keystone players are actors who organize and control the ecosystem,
and niche players are a collection of actors who develop and participate in technical issues
in core production line. In Python [P66], an OSS-ecosystem niche player has three roles
such as one-day fly, networker, and lone wolf.

Developers, Third party developers
Most highlighted actors in open source software ecosystem are developers and third party
developers who develop a product in the ecosystem. The mention of this actor is seen in
48 papers, wherein all kinds of developers such as internal and external developers are
introduced in the ecosystems. However, in three studies [P24][P73][P80], they separated
the core developers and third-party developers. In another literature, developer was
referred to as “Committers” [P15][P32][P90]. These are individual developers that can
decide for the product, and carry the potential to be converted from passive users to active
status, and who accept some roles in an open source project. However, developers can
instantly become committers in a project (Chris Jensen & Scacchi, 2007; Riehle, 2007),
and they have a more efficient role in an ecosystem.

Committers
As discussed in [P13], committers have wide access to ecosystem resources such as
servers, repositories and infrastructure systems such as a mailing list, bug tracking, wiki
and website, and they can control them. They can decide if certain users can be promoted
to higher levels or not. Committers have decision-making responsibilities on operational
level of a project [P15] (Riehle, 2007)

Users
A collection of Users such as End-users, Passive users, etc., is frequently mentioned in
27 literatures and is thus the second highest category of actors. They do not know much
about the development process, support and maintenance activities. Users usually use
product and make benefit of it and seldom participate in development procedures (Uden
et al., 2007).
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Contributors
From another viewpoint, Contributors are introduced as a set of actors in OSSEcosystems by 10 studies. In [P16], actors are users or contributors. Contributors accept
a range of key roles except development tasks, and have some specifications like ability
to create community, task organizer, be active in a period of time, can accept different
roles simultaneously, propose new features for process and platform or solutions
(Eckhardt et al., 2014), In other words, they work on ideas and are responsible for some
tasks. Contributors can be individuals or companies (Riehle, 2007). In [P16], the study
claims that contributors are familiar with ecosystem better than other actors. Users can
become contributors in certain conditions, and then later on can become committers in a
Software ecosystem (Riehle, 2007) this is path of having contributors in OSS-ecosystem.
Contributors are elevated users who accept the platform or ecosystem and want to be
active in development process. For instance, they accept testing, documenting, bug
reporting and some tasks related to project codes. Moreover, Contributors have potential
to be promoted to a higher level of development process (Eckhardt et al., 2014) [P13]
similar to committer or developer. The ranking of actors in OSS-ecosystem can be found
in [P13] as Users, adopters, contributors, developers, committers, Project leaders and
management. In [P16], contributors are users who are interested in being part of project
by usually following the discussions, updates and mailing list. This way, they engage in
various activities related to projects of ecosystem. In [P23][P42], the authors consider that
contributors are every actor that participates in development process except users. In
[P56], contribution management of couple of well-known OSS ecosystem (Linux and
Android) is described, and some regulations have been explained. They also discuss how
these two projects measure the contributions and promote users to become more active
actors. Activities and communication of contributors are vital for ecosystem since these
communications keep the projects in ecosystem at an acceptable level. In [P63][P93],
authors claim that understanding a contributor’s activities in an ecosystem is as important
as studying the whole ecosystem.

Mentors
Mentors are actors with the ability to teach the principles and terms of projects or
ecosystem to newbies. In [P01], mentoring is introduced as onboarding process in OSS
projects (Fagerholm et al., 2013), and in [P09] mentoring can reduce the adoption risk in
OSS projects. However, Mentors have a significant role in defining the health and
attractiveness of an ecosystem (Eckhardt et al., 2014) In [P13], the important role of
mentors reveal that a mentor’s contribution can make an ecosystem more effective.

Company and Provider Commercial companies
In [P04], Commercial OSS Firm is introduced as an effective actor in open source
ecosystem. In case of missing developers, a community can become unstable and the
production process can experience unwanted results. To reduce this risk, a company can
manage developers and motivate them by funding them, and run some groups to manage
and support tasks such as sales and marketing for product, support staff, board of directors
and top management team. By such a structured organization, more open source project
can be accepted and the revenue will be higher. Moreover, supportive role of a company
is emphasized in [P06][P08][P78]. Here, authors believe that keystone companies can
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control the software ecosystem and orient it to maximize the technical business revenues.
With this approach, companies can obtain knowledge through SECO. In an ecosystem
environment, companies are not isolated and interconnection has been established
between them [P50][P59]. Strong relationship between the companies and developers
makes the companies notable actors in software ecosystem. Companies have another role
in an OSS-ecosystem, i.e., motivating developers and other stakeholders. Running
platform by company creates responsibility for it as noted in [P78]. Moreover, companies
can turn OSS-ecosystem results into business values that can be used for customers and
business routines (Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011).

Community
In 22 literatures, Community is identified as a vital entity of open source software
ecosystem (Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011). Well-organized open source community plays
an important role in software ecosystem, and supports the high quality products and
attract more stakeholders. In [P02], the study classified the community into Producer
community and Consumer community to have a better view of their impact on the
platform they have been working on. It is the community that can support actors and itself,
and can play an important role as an actor in a high-level view. The community is also
identified as social actor in 22 literatures, thus making it the third largest category of
actors. These papers reviewed community as an essential player in SECO that has
relationship with business functionality. Unlike traditional organizations, open source
organizations do not have a hierarchy structure, but they do have a community to
distribute the tasks to, make communication and organize themselves as part of an OSSecosystem (Franco-Bedoya, 2015). Usually, communities form around platforms or
projects (Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011; Uden et al., 2007).
Community can be a part of ecosystem, which includes other actors and relationship.
Community can also be considered as an actor in an ecosystem because it can produce
and receive actions from and within an ecosystem. For instance, performance of a
community has positive or negative or neutral impact on ecosystem. In [P02][P83],
designing community-centered ecosystem is an important approach for OSS- ecosystem.
Community provides services and make it usable for customers and partners inside an
ecosystem. The importance of community in an OSS-ecosystem is explained in [P16].
The authors here have focused on activities inside ecosystems. Communities have mutual
impact on each other in an OSS-ecosystem like individual actors do (Uden et al., 2007).
Social aspect in an ecosystem introduces the community concept to the OSS-ecosystem,
as mentioned in [P28][P80]. Other papers treated the community as an actor of an OSSecosystem. They try to measure and understand the behaviour of a community, which is
formed around a platform or a project. Community building is one of the essential
challenges for every OSS project, and consequently OSS-ecosystem. So ecosystem
owners try to form it to maximize the performance of a community and make it productive
for ecosystem (Chris Jensen & Scacchi, 2007; Walt Scacchi, 2007). However, each
community is comprised of other sub-communities like community of users and
developers.
These sub-categories or sub-communities are specialized in specific task, like developers’
community do programming and find defects in a program. Similarly, other actors such
as users and individual developers share resources and communicate with each other
within the boundaries of a community (Krishna & Srinivasa, 2011). A list of potential
communities is presented in [P92] and their responsibilities are explained as well. This
list includes user community, developer community, project community, activity
community, coding community, debugging community, documentation community, and
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localisation community. In the SECO definition by Goeminne and Mens, users and
developers’ community are defined as active actors around software source code
[P41][P44][P92]. In other definitions, developer community is clearly shown to be
important to a community in an OSS-ecosystem [P51]. They also illustrated the role of
communities in an OSS-ecosystem in [P92]. Furthermore, the importance of source code
and community is significant in these studies. In [P44], fragmented communities of
developers are explained as new form of software strategy known as software ecosystem
and communities are vital actors inside ecosystem. It means that smaller communities
with different objectives and limited responsibilities can exist in a SECO.
The behaviour of individuals is different when they work in a community and the results
of this cooperation is completely different [P48] (Dhungana, Groher, Schludermann, &
Biffl, 2010). In [P51], the relation between an ecosystem structure and a product structure
is explained by Conway’s law. Also, a developer’s community structure as a large player
can impact the product of SECO. In [P65], the author addressed the structure of a
community in OSS-ecosystem and the relationships. In [P56], community is introduced
as an actor among other actors (Profit companies, Community, Users, Government) that
can be affected by the market.
In [P80], a network of communities that is a collection of different communities with
different responsibilities are identified, and the connection between these communities is
introduced as a crucial element. Prioritization and connection making are self-organizing
task inside the communities for doing projects. Moreover, communities support each
other and the mutual benefit dominates the network. As mentioned earlier, community is
a social aspect of an ecosystem, and without this software engineering studies can never
be complete just by considering engineering and business aspects (Dos Santos & Werner,
2012). In [P93], the author defined community as a set of different actors that work
together to develop a platform. In such a community, sub-communities or sponsors do
not support other actors or sub-communities entirely.
From a bigger perspective, shared market, organizations, and capital are introduced as
essential actors that can support open source software community as another actor [P37]
(Franco-Bedoya, 2015).

Service providers and partners
In [P04], partners and service providers have the same role in an ecosystem. In other
words, they are identified as unique actors just with different names. Partners are
organizations that help use and develop open source software on an enterprise scale
(Wynn, 2012). Service providers and partners are valid when an open source project leads
to commercial benefits [P67] (Jansen et al., 2012). In [P68], the supporting role of
partners and services providers reveal that such support can make ecosystem trustworthy
for other partners. They usually help maintain and organize ecosystem’s stability by
managing developers and products (Van Angeren et al., 2011m Wynn, 2012). In [P08],
providers are introduced as one of the angles of triangle for open source ecosystem
stakeholder model. They act as a facilitator in supporting developers and users in
marketplace by providing information and evaluating OSS from market’s viewpoint
(Lundell & Forssten, 2009). Other papers [P03][P20][P37][P67][P68][P93], just
comment on the service providers and partners role in an enterprise system, but they do
not explain their exact responsibilities.
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Open source service companies in [P15] are introduced by two kind of service delivery
strategies. Firstly, first-level support includes technical support like implementation, and
the second-level supports tutoring and training, and development policy services these
companies try to make for financial benefits from their open source endeavours (Riehle,
2007). In another study [P39], authors see every digital ecosystem as receiving and
delivering services to other partners and customers. Eventually, in this group, third party
service providers, as mentioned in [P85], can make core relationship with customers and
other parties in a professional open source ecosystem.

Project Manager/Leader, Project Management Committee
Project managers are kind of stakeholders and actors in an open source project that are
interested in information about the project evolution. This means that the status of project
in early phases and in the current situation is important to them [P70] (Lungu et al., 2010).
Furthermore, the teams’ performance is essential for them to be aware of. In a well-known
OSS-ecosystem such as Eclipse, this responsibility is assigned to the project management
committee (PMC) [P09][P13]. In [P14], project managers are veteran developers who
know the architecture and source code artefacts well in an ecosystem, and are promoted
to management levels similar to project management. In [P19][P20][P32][P50], project
leaders and managers function at the core level of a project they start and maintain the
open source project lifecycle.

Independent software vendors (ISV)
Independent software vendors (ISV) are introduced in 5 articles as actors that make it
possible to commercialize an open source ecosystem. They can provide components for
projects and other companies. However, ISV is not new to software industry, and their
effects on software ecosystem is noteworthy (Jansen, Brinkkemper, et al., 2009). They
also have a relationship with customers and supply them software [P35] (Jansen,
Finkelstein, et al., 2009). ISVs are active across different levels of a software ecosystem.
In [P52], the coexistence of ISVs with open source and commercial ecosystems were
studied. In [P71][P81], the role of an ISV actor is viewed as an open approach with
software production network. In [P85], an ISV is introduced as third party developers,
with system integrators (SIs) and value-added resellers (VARs) as actors who have direct
contact with customers and potential customers. Software vendors are introduced as an
organization that is active in the development and brings values to customers. It means
that they convert functionality to business values such as service, product, libraries, and
components [P81]. In open architecture, the role of ISV introduced as integrator role
beside of integrators such as Government Contractors, System Integration Consultants,
and In-House System Integrators.

Quality assurance team
In [P22][P70], quality assessment teams are identified as active and continuous actor in
an ecosystem. They constantly observe the source code and functionality of a product. By
finding fault and reporting them to the developers, quality of final products can be
enhanced. In [P32], the quality assurance role is a distributed role among the actors, and
it’s because of the open source nature of development. In other words, other actors such
as end-users, developers and core developers can accept this role in a project. Quality
assurance role is one of the activities that can invite potential developers into an
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ecosystem and groom them to reach higher positions in the ecosystem (Chris Jensen &
Scacchi, 2007)

Competitors
Company competitors are another set of actors in an OSS-ecosystem. The relationship of
competitors in an ecosystem can be cooperative or competitive, and each interaction type
has its own benefits and disadvantages for ecosystem owners (Teixeira et al., 2015).
Competitors have a deterministic role in SECO. Such actors can make a product or an
ecosystem successful, or destroy it by technology features, business and market aspects
(Berk, Jansen, Luinenburg, & van den Berk, 2010). For instance, in [P03] the productive
role of competitors in developing technology is studied by the authors, and in [P04], the
relationship with users (customers) and partners has three stages in software ecosystem
(Early, Growth and Maturity). The activities of competitors will bring threats and
positions for the product of ecosystem (Berk et al., 2010, Wynnne D., 2012). [P35][P93]
mentioned that competitors are effective player in an OSS-ecosystem.

Reader
Readers are users with an interest in reviewing the code and trying to understand the
product functionality by reviewing the source code (Carlos Jensen, King, & Kuechler,
2011).In [P20], they are considered as effective actors for having a sustainable
community. In [P25], they are similar to passive-users, but they tend to review codes and
find the working and functionality methods through source code.

Marketing & Value Added Reseller
Marketing and sales process is meaningful when open source is moving into enterprise
and commercial levels. In [P68], by considering the definition of SECO, authors defined
“Market” as one of the actors in software ecosystem. However, in [P53], it is market that
affects other players in an open source ecosystem such as community, for-profit
companies, users, government and eventually open source product. In other words, actors
are dependent on the market. Marketing and sales are activities used to promote
ecosystem to gain financial benefits for the ecosystem and its beneficiaries (Jansen et al.,
2012). In these activities, there are some actors who accept responsibilities to promote
and engage in marketing the product or the platform [P67]. Value-added-reseller appeared
in [P81] as an actor of ecosystem, but this study does not explain its role in details.

Ecosystem infrastructure actors
Ecosystem infrastructure including the systems that support activities and actors’
relationships in ecosystem is also considered as a set of actors. Infrastructure includes
project website, Wiki pages, source code repository, bug tracker, and version control
systems. These are identified as actors to uphold good communication in an ecosystem
(Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011). These non-human actors form the backbone of a software
ecosystem. In table 9, the list and usage frequency of these actors show the importance of
these actors in an open source ecosystem. Among these actors, Bug reporting systems,
mailing lists and version control systems have received more attention by the authors. An
in-depth explanation of these actors is beyond the scope of this study, and hence, they are
mentioned cursorily here. However, these actors have responsibilities to make
connections and relationships between other actors in the community. In [P07][P42],
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researchers use mailing lists to extract and illustrate the social network of a community
or an ecosystem.
In [P17] the infrastructure entities are categorized into three features, viz.,
Communication, collaboration and project metric features. Mailing list and discussion
boards are in communication category, version control system and bug-tracking suits
more on collaboration category and for project metrics activity ranks and statistics
proposed (Squire & Williams, 2011).
The Kernel, prosumers and consumer in [P49] are the defined actors by the metropolis
model. This model considers these three actors as main players of an ecosystem apart
from the nature of the ecosystem. In this model these actors are main players in software
ecosystem whether it is open source or closed ecosystem (Kazman & Chen, 2010).
Kernel is the core platform that is not interesting for end users, but prosumers who are
also known as periphery are the collection of actors including actors that add values to
kernel and make it usable for end-users. In some way, prosumers have a relationship with
kernel and end-users. Consumers or masses are only actors that use the systems and have
no contribution with any part of the ecosystem. To make it clear, kernels are actors such
as architects, policy makers and business owners. For prosumers the name of developers,
who can use and develop the system, suits more. Finally the masses are pure end-users or
customers that use the products and values (Kazman & Chen, 2010).

Platform artefacts
In [P16], the artefact of an OSS ecosystem suggests that all the efforts of actors in an
ecosystem will produce and support the artefacts such as technologies, libraries, theories,
source code artefact, software product, documents, etc. (Uden et al., 2007). For instance,
in [P51][P61], the library and applications are presented in a package named “gem” in
Ruby ecosystem, and as “eggs” in Python ecosystem as seen in [P66]. These artefacts
have vital relationship with other actors such as developers, and play an important role in
creating a communication channel between actors (Kabbedijk & Jansen, 2011). These
technical artefacts have an effect on social aspects of ecosystem (Mens & Goeminne,
2011). In the context of creating packages, some roles have been explained in [P51][P61],
such as Lone Wolf, One-Day fly, Networker. “Lone Wolf” are isolated developers
assigned to create package or library (gem or egg), and they don’t have any relationship
with other developers in an ecosystem. This role is defined by niche players to produce
strategic libraries for the ecosystem. “One-Day fly”, are the type of developer(s) who
create packages with high demand of usage and interesting for ecosystem. After a success
launch of package, they have no significant role in developing or support it. The last role
of “networker” is controlled by keystone players. Their role is to make orchestration.
Since they have extensive communication with group of developers the number of
package downloaded by actors is usually high (Hoving et al., 2013; Kabbedijk & Jansen,
2011). Apart from the each artefact considering the relationship between developers and
artefacts (gems or eggs) is very important this relationship was the topic of research in
[P79] where the authors try to sketch the relationship of developers in subcommunities(Syed & Jansen, 2013).
Illustrating the actors in a symbolic software ecosystem provides a good perspective to
the activity domains of each actor. Hence, Figure 9 is an attempt to represent such the
ecosystem environment. As shown in the picture, actors appearing in coloured circles
form are keystone players, and the one in blank circles are the niche players.
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Government Contractors
Introduced as one of the integrators in open architecture in [P10][P64]; they have
facilitator role in running and adoption of open source ecosystem. The also have
collaborative role in digital ecosystems (Barbosa & Alves, 2011)

Figure 9. Rich picture of the actors on OSS-ecosystem

RQ4. What advantages, disadvantages, and limitations do open source
software ecosystem bring to business?
This section reports the answer for business concerns of an open source ecosystem by
discussing the advantages, disadvantages limitations and also possible challenges. These
factors motivate or hinder business owners in accepting or rejecting OSS-ecosystem
strategy to get involved in software ecosystem. Forty-eight literatures considered the
business aspect of OSS-Ecosystem. The category of literatures related to business
concerns are listed in Table 13, which also categorize these literatures as per their
potential impacts on business.
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Table 13. Frequency of business concerns while OSS-ecosystem adoption

OSS-Ecosystem outcome

Frequency

Source ID

Advantages

31

[P01][P03][P06][P08][P09][P11][P12]
[P13][P15][P18][P19][P20][P24][P30]
[P33][P34][P36][P38][P58][P59][P60]
[P64][P66][P67][P68][P69][P78][P83]
[P87][P88][P89]

Disadvantages

3

[P12][P15][P56]

Limitation

6

[P05][P12][P15][P37][P38][P71]

Challenges

16

[P01][P05][P12][P15][P38][P45][P47]
[P48][P50][P53][P57][P75][P81][P82]
[P84][P85]

To identify whether the author(s)’s intention is positive, neutral or negative in the
remarks, general idea and keywords in explanations are examined. The advantages of
open source and its ecosystem certainly outweigh the disadvantages and limitations.
However, challenges of open source ecosystem should also be seriously considered.
Health in ecosystem can make the ecosystem successful and this success can make for a
profitable business (Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011).

Open Innovation
Innovation is the capability to create new product, process, services, customer’s
experiences and business model to make an outstanding business. This feature is one of
the business aspects of an ecosystem. In the three-dimensions of ecosystem model,
innovation is highlighted as an incentive for external developers and third parties to
participate and be active in a software ecosystem (Campbell & Ahmed, 2010; Monteith,
McGregor, & Ingram, 2013).
Using open source has benefits in commercial business as it can help in making
technology standards, and bring innovation to commercial R&D departments. This can
help the department to be more efficient, and lastly improve collaboration between
technology customers and vendors in the market [P83] (Olsson & Börjesson, 2009).
Open innovation is introduced as one of the advantages of opening ecosystem for business
or commercial aspects of software business. Nineteen literatures directly and indirectly
named innovation and open innovation as income for a software ecosystem with open
source strategy. Moreover, attaining innovation in-house is costly and nearly impossible
as explained in [P58], and so using an open strategy like ecosystem delivers innovation
with lower cost (R. Santos, Werner, Barbosa, & Alves, 2012). Innovation as an advantage
of OSS-ecosystem that addresses directly in 17 Literatures are shown in table 14.
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Innovation can happen at different level of development. In [P03], they declare that
innovation can happen in R&D department of the companies that are active in an
ecosystem (Teixeira et al., 2015). Open innovation can accelerate the innovation of a
technology or platform, especially in ecosystems [P06] (Bosch, 2012). As [P30] (Koch &
Kerschbaum, 2014) indicated, external innovation can increase the application of
technology and attract more new customers. However, open innovation is not limited to
customers. It can attract new and active players to the ecosystem so that the ecosystem
can become popular and sustainable [P58][P59] (Barbosa & Alves, 2011; R. Santos et al.,
2012) .
From the SECO perspective, innovation proposes one dimension of the three-dimension
view [P21][P45], which drives creativity into the software ecosystem from the external
resources. In [P39][P56], authors recommended that open source is a user-driven
approach for innovation. Also, users are considered to be the source of innovation for any
software ecosystem (Bettenburg et al. 2013; Karhu et.al, 2009).
In [P09], innovation is introduced as a supporting activity of Eclipse Ecosystem CoCreation Model, which helps in value creation. Since innovation is technology oriented,
the outcomes appear in platform source code. They consider innovation as the tax for
ecosystem, so it is the payback benefits of ecosystem (Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011).
Innovation is also introduced as the ultimate goal of joint platform owners, and
complementary actors who form software ecosystem to achieve innovation as an ultimate
goal [P57] (Teixeira & Baiyere, 2014).
Although innovation brings advantages for the ecosystem, it can create quality issues, and
finding a balance between these two can impact the health of and ecosystem [P35] (Berk
et al., 2010). They explained that low innovation is threat to the health of an ecosystem
and high innovation can be troublesome for quality.
To improve innovation in an ecosystem, knowledge sharing is vital [P35][P45].
Knowledge sharing and accessing software development knowledge is one of the benefits
in ecosystem, especially in an open source community.
Open innovation in an ecosystem promotes innovation strategies faster compared with inhouse or traditional innovation strategies. Moreover, FLOSS innovations are presented
as successful technological innovation. This approach makes the transition from
technology to business innovation feasible [P38](Munga et al., 2009).
The rest of the literatures that consider innovation discuss how open innovation leads to
creating new technology, new platform and new features or functionality by external
actors. Furthermore, high demands of feature can be beyond the capabilities of a single
company when keeping the budget in mind. So as explained in [P69], by accepting an
OSS-ecosystem will evaluate the features by user’s views and rapid implementation is
feasible by the external developers (Viljainen & Kauppinen, 2011).

Market share
Another advantage of entering an open source ecosystem is building market share in case
a software business falls short of making profits (Riehle, 2007) In [P15], the authors
explain that in the event that market entrance is poorly timed and implemented, leading
to poor returns, it is possible to enter open source business and build some market share.
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This way, stakeholders can be satisfied, instead of incurring larger losses in pursuit of
developing a software business. Furthermore, time-to-market and rapid entrance to the
market is explained as some other benefits of running and having ecosystem with open
source trend [P15]. OSS-ecosystems can have higher rate of attracting users to ecosystem
and convert them into active users and also financial customers (Riehle, 2007). In [P83],
an enterprise project could reduce entering time to the market and reduce R&D cost by
opting for OSS-ecosystem.

Open-Coopetition
Coopetition is the idea of cooperation among business competitors to achieve a common
goal(s) in a market that can prove beneficial for both sides with predefined relationships
and resources (Teixeira et al., 2015). By taking coopetition concept, open-coopetition can
be understood much better now. It is the cooperation strategy among large number of
competitors by considering open-source rules similar to shared source codes, intellectual
property rights, R&D strategies, etc., in order to develop a product or knowledgebase. In
[P03] (Teixeira et al., 2015) explains open-coopetition in detail and mentions OpenStack
as a shared platform that is developed by several companies such as Red Hat, IBM,HP,
Canonical, VMware, Citrix, among others. Such collaboration is known as industrial open
source. Also, reducing efforts of re-implementing technology and standard design are
some other benefits of open source ecosystem adoption [P38] (Munga et al., 2009).
However, in [P09] cooperation and competition at the same time is noted as co-creation
and is one of the benefit of OSS approach in software ecosystem.

Cost sharing
When companies share and participate in a common project they gain some benefits
during development. For instance, companies can reduce development costs by sharing it
as stated in [P03][P06]. (Bosch, 2012; Teixeira et al., 2015) This reduction is possible
not just in development phase but also in maintenance, distribution and in creating new
features and functions (Barbosa & Alves, 2011; Mizushima & Ikawa, 2011). Moreover,
balancing development risks by distributing development efforts to other parties, and also
by inviting third-party development contributors like end-users, individual developers
and testers to the ecosystem can be realised by the participating company. Industrial open
source ecosystem can deliver practical benefits to ecosystem owners through joint
investment approach [P03][P20] (Kilamo et al., 2012; Teixeira et al., 2015). The cost
reduction aspect is mentioned in other literatures [P59][P64][P69][P89], and is
considered as a positive aspect of an open source ecosystem. Easier cost prediction is
mentioned as another aspect of OSS role in digital business ecosystems [P88] (Stanley &
Briscoe, 2010).
Increasing the extent of ecosystem is a challenge. Open ecosystems must be attractive for
actors in order to be productive. However, Open innovation can facilitate the stickiness
of an ecosystem or platform by making it interesting for companies and other commercial
and non-commercial players [P69]. However, cost sharing becomes feasible by sharing
the infrastructure facilities with partners, thereby helping in reducing cost in this aspect
[P01]. Cost sharing does not mean low cost, As [P57] explained open source ecosystems
are not cheap technology in mobile industry (Teixeira & Baiyere, 2014).
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Other Findings
Social Network Analysis is a common tool for extracting meaning and information from
open source ecosystem activities. This analytical tool is used in researches with ecosystem
assessment approach several times. About 15 literatures as shown in table 14 consider
social network analysis as a source of obtaining information about the product and
activities around it. Such heavy usage shows that in order to obtain trustworthy results, it
is necessary to have proven tool, and the analysis tool can draw adequate attention
towards ecosystem analysis. Social issues are very effective in ecosystem functionality
and varies over time (Mens & Goeminne, 2011).
The advantages of having open source software ecosystem for business can be easier
talent recruitment. With transparency in ecosystem, active talents can be identified and
hired by companies [P01]. Technology transfer to developing countries is another
advantage of running OSS-ecosystems as mentioned in [P01].
Table 14. Summary of business advantages

Advantage

Appeared in source ID

Innovation

[P03][P06][P09][P21][P30][P34][P35][P38][P39]
[P45][P56][P57][P58][P59][P67][P69][P76].

Social Network Analysis

[P03][P07][P14][P28][P37][P42][P51][P55][P63]
[P66][P70][P74][P79][P84][P92]

Cost sharing

[P01][P03][P06][P20][P59][P64][P69][P88][P89]

Open-Coopetition

[P09][P38]

Market share

[P15] [P83]

Disadvantages
As per this study, only three papers talked about the disadvantage of adopting OSSecosystem and open source approach. In [P12], constant and strict support for ecosystem
was termed as a disadvantage of OSS-ecosystem, and in [P15][P56], managing licenses
and losing intellectual property was considered as a couple of pitfalls of an OSSecosystem. Moreover, a decrease in the contribution of actors can’t be controlled, and can
prove risky for ecosystem owner and business [P56]. However, risk identification is one
of the challenges of software ecosystem as explained in [P59].

Limitation
Limitation of OSS-ecosystem was not a salient feature in and of the literatures. Only few
literatures commented upon this issue. For instance, uncertainty in intellectual property
in open source software was stated as one limitation that dissuades a business from
adopting OSS-ecosystem. This issue is labeled as one of the disadvantages of OSSecosystems, but for some keystone player it’s a limitation [P05]. However, other issues
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like high responsibility for software vendors and providing constant additional services
for the players of an ecosystem can be seen as other limitations for an OSS-ecosystem
[P12]. In this study, authors explain that communities and ecosystem deliver more than a
product. Extra services for actors are essential factors to residence on the market.
Moreover, authors explain that losing the independency is one of the limitations of an
OSS-ecosystem. In [P38][P59], limited assurance of strategies to compete with other
rivals and lack of ecosystem modeling and architecture for ecosystem design and
evolution are indicated as other limitations related to adopting OSS-ecosystem.

Challenges
The challenges of an OSS-ecosystem are the difficulties that an ecosystem can face in its
lifecycle. In [P01], understanding the nature of open source software and development
process is noted as a challenge. It means that moving beyond project and joining bigger
communities is a challenge for project owners. In [P05], accepting a license and running
a hybrid-licensing model was a challenge for real software business ecosystem. License
modularity is considered a good solution for such a software business. License modularity
lets the company have open source ecosystem with a proprietary product. In [P12], the
study focuses on the positive and negative challenges of OSS-ecosystem in an industry
environment. For example avoiding liability issues, less support and maintenance
responsibilities for the product, and implementing the applications also appeared in
[P59][P75]. Ability to steer open source project in the desired direction is considered a
positive challenge. Few strategic influence on the development of components, liability
issues are rare cases, more responsibility about the actors and on the whole ecosystem are
the challenges of SECO.
In [P38] three main challenges of doing business with open source were cited by Munga
et al., which are maintaining a decent relationship with customers, stable support of
product and players, and adoption of open source strategy. However, in [P45] a
constructive and mutual relationship between social activities (social dimension) and
keystone organization was highlighted as a challenge of OSS-ecosystem. This social
relationship is elicited as central collaboration environment in [P50]. When software
published as a public solution, the software usage must be considered in such
environment. Wynn, Boudreau and Watson in their study [P85] explained that
professional open source firms play deterministic role in creating relationship with
partners, and this activity is a challenge for them in building a resilient OSS-ecosystem.
Moreover, establishing relationship between the actors is mentioned as another challenge
in [P59].
The challenges of an open source platform can be similar to software ecosystem issues,
and these challenges are listed in [P47], some of which are interface stability, data
workflow and user interface integration, security and reliability concerns, and evolution
of new functionalities and flexible platform size. Sustainability in software ecosystem is
the process of managing time, money, etc., that has to be shared among actors in an
environment and attract potential users and developer over time for the ecosystem
(Dhungana et al., 2010).
In this study [P48], sustainability is one of the challenges of software ecosystems. Longterm sustainability is one of the findings of ecosystem’s challenges like influence on
development tools and sell and support services [P84]. Balanced coordination between
the partners in ecosystem is necessary to reduce the extra work, for sharing and supporting
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technology tools and establishing good communication channel with commercial partners
[P82]. The authors also explained that the benefits of an ecosystem should be received by
every member. However, as per [P81], defining strategic approaches to maximize SECO
profit is required, especially by SECO orchestrators who control and manage the SECO.
Popularity is another challenge for OSS-ecosystem. For some reasons some projects or
SECO are getting popular and remain on the market. OSS-ecosystems like Eclipse and
Google projects are the two examples of successful OSS-projects in form of SECO. They
could attract developers, companies and institutions for developing projects. In [P53], the
author explains that market-driven approach can foster popularity, and also attract
commercial partners to join the software ecosystem with an openness approach (L. Yu,
2013). Having a rival in open source products is inevitable, and so in such a condition the
proprietary companies or products have the potential to dominate the market as explained
in [P57]. This dominant situation helps in accruing both profit and market share, thus
making it difficult for OSS-ecosystems. Business identification and product architecture
were other two minor issues that were mentioned in the systematic mapping study [P59].
Most challenges that have been identified here are related to management approach of the
software ecosystem and many of them have similarities with OSS-ecosystem. The
literatures that discuss the business difficulties usually consider SECO systems apart from
how they should be treated open source or any other approaches.
Maturity level of an open source ecosystem was considered and discussed to a fair degree
in only two literatures [P04][P13]. This concept needs more attention and strategic
decision to reach maturity level and after maturity level of an ecosystem is vital for
continuous development.
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6.

Discussion

In this study, an attempt is made to find current relevant research on the open source
aspect of software ecosystem. In this section, concepts learned and understood will be
elaborated as per the results highlighted in the previous sections. The factors considered
in this review are definition, model, actors and business aspects of OSS-ecosystem.
Answers could satisfy the research questions, but because of numerous concepts involved
herein, providing a single answer for each question is difficult. In other words, the
answers are relative to the SECO concept under consideration. The information will help
in understanding better how ecosystem can emerge and the kinds of actors and facts must
be considered to launch a sustainable software ecosystem. In this study, apart from the
definition and the state of the art of OSS-ecosystem, three important factors were
considered to elaborate the development and evolution conditions of an OSS-ecosystem
in current business market. These are models, actors and business benefits and challenges
for OSS-ecosystem.

6.1 OSS-Ecosystem Definition
Through the research, 22 definitions were identified. By addressing the issues and
understanding facts of OSS- ecosystem in literatures, the definition of OSS-ecosystem is
slightly clear. However, the whole functioning of such an ecosystem is still ambiguous in
practice. It is not clear how to design and emerge an open source ecosystem emerge, and
which model is suitable for developing such a platform. However, the authors try to make
it a bit clear buy simple terms. For example combination of platform leader and
complementary partners creates and ecosystem (Teixeira & Baiyere, 2014) so the
Platform-thinking can be primary point for crafting software ecosystem.
It seems for an OSS-ecosystem; a rich picture is required. Such a picture will support the
practitioners and researchers in having a proper idea about the current state, potential
future, and strategic design in business and technology aspects.
Among the definitions, two viewpoints are highlighted, viz., the business-oriented and
development-oriented point of views. The early one is close to D1 and D3 definitions that
considers market and the interactions between the actors. A fitting example of this is the
Eclipse ecosystem and its components and plugins. For the latter, the view is closer D2
and D5 definitions wherein project and product are the central focus of community(ies).
Apt examples here are GNOME, Linux, R-CRAN and Apache projects. Besides the
aforementioned four definitions, the definition by Wynn Jr, 2007,2008 is very close to
the open source trend as the said research focused more on open source issues. However,
he changes his definition as per different contexts, which indicates that a constant
definition may not be possible.
Software ecosystems are created around four main entities, i.e., Software product,
standards hardware and platforms (Jansen & Cusumano, 2012). Business models can also
be added to this list, e.g., open source business model. Hence, the definition of open
source software ecosystem should match one of the aforementioned entities. Definition
for a product-centric ecosystem is different from the definition of business oriented
ecosystem. In addition, their strategic goals are different as well. So a precise definition
for such an ecosystem is required to explain the open source ecosystem’s four
perspectives. For example, the goal, intention and strategy of a software ecosystem, and
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an actor’s participation conditions are critical information that needs to be covered in a
definition. In contrast, the current definition of SECO can be used for open source
approaches, but it needs some modification to clarify the objective and strategy of OSSecosystem. To explain more, some open source projects consider only the technology
aspects, and the ecosystem formed around them are not interested in business concerns
like GNOME does. In contrast, Eclipse foundations products and Apache products
consider business aspects as well. So the explanation is different for them.
To extract more benefits from the open source ecosystem, it is recommended to consider
OSS-ecosystem as a socio-technical phenomenon. For further study, it seems transition
from an open source software project phase to ecosystem phase can be a very practical
one. It is recommended to see how a project can be converted to an ecosystem from
different aspects such as the orchestration board, community size, number of commits,
actor’s communications, relationships and number of artefacts the ecosystem produces.
In [P14] the necessity of converting traditional open source project to next open source
level that is OSS.02 was pointed out. The second generation of OSS or OSSg2 is
professional open source software in a large scale development environment. Fitzgerald,
(2006); Watson, Boudreau, York, Greiner, & Wynn, (2008) they believe the markets must
be involved in the development process and make the project ecosystem attractive and
more rewarding.
For a comprehensive definition, properties of OSS-ecosystem such as detailed nature,
purpose, function and appearance need to be covered in adequate degree. Moreover, OSSecosystem beneficiaries and their roles and responsibilities must be highlighted
accordingly as well.
In term of introducing an open source ecosystem, a generic template with effective
factors, entity of OSS-ecosystem, its responsibilities and etc. is necessary to be developed
as Jansen & Cusumano (2012) did. Since this kind of templates make the objectives of
the ecosystem clearer, the actors are definite, the domain of SECO is transparent for
ecosystem owners and subsidiary partners. An example of such template is as the
following. This definition tempelate is an extension of Jansen & Cusumano, (2012).

The [NAME] software ecosystem is based on a {software platform, software service
platform, software standard, software project, software product, IT project} and is
coordinated by a {, open source company, open source foundation, privately owned
entity, community} with {no extension market, a list of extensions, an extension market, a
commercial extension market, multiple extension markets} in which {developers, users,
companies, etc. pick from actors list} are known as actors can submit extensions {for
free, after a screening, after making a payment}. [Name] uses {models, frameworks} for
its development and the follow {open innovation, cost sharing, market share, coopetition}
as main streams for business development.
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Example:
The Eclipse software ecosystem is based on an IDE software platform and is coordinated
by an open source foundation with a list of extensions, in which developers, users,
companies, organizations are known as actors can submit extensions after a screening.
Eclipse uses models for its development and the follow open innovation and coopetition
as main streams for business development.
The template that proposed is a blueprint of definition and it needs more study to make it
comprehensive definition template.

6.2 Available models
Traditional development models are not applicable for OSS-ecosystem because these
models are limited to project-scale programmes and to few project case studies (P. M. &
K. G., 2012) For this reasons new models need to be proposed. Thirty-five models and
frameworks have been identified in this study, and have been classified under five
categories. These models help the software ecosystem practitioners reduce
misunderstandings, and have a blueprint for running and managing software ecosystems
with or without open source approaches.
As mentioned in section 5.3, the most interesting category is the management category
that provides 31 models. It shows that management is one of the interesting area for
practitioners and researchers. These tend to provide a concrete model or framework to
control and manage an ecosystem. Assessment models are the second largest group with
15 models, for many researchers the health of software ecosystem and transparent
activities are measured more in OSS-ecosystems because of available information on the
ecosystem. They try to understand the current status and predict the feature conditions of
ecosystem by assessment models. Designing software ecosystem by open source strategy
come out with 13 model.
Business model of OSS-ecosystem, comprising 10 models, reveals that earning revenues
in OSS-ecosystem is important for the stakeholders, but at the moment, fundamental
activities such as orchestration and health estimation activities need more attention.
Comprehension models provide the chance to the newbies to understand or visualize an
OSS-ecosystem clearly. Five comprehension models presented by researchers to provide
the information for the newbies and partners who want to participate on SECO tasks.
The models offered by the authors are complementary. In other words, an ecosystem
owner can employ different models for its business and management and assessment
purposes. However, overlaps are possible between the entities in an ecosystem, like
ecosystem and community activities while applying a model.
Emerging SECO with open source strategy is one of the phases that require model, since
it is necessary to observe the series of prerequisites, primary and evolutions actions.
Furthermore, the architecture design and workflow design is another important facet of
model. Emerging models help to provide and select actors for initial actions. They also
explicit the series of actions for early stages of ecosystem.
Sustainability of OSS-ecosystem is very dependent on social matters like managing the
actors, community contributors and communication. The key success of pioneer open
source ecosystems such as Eclipse, Python and Linux, etc., is having models for
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orchestrating social aspects of software ecosystem. Establishing relationship is one of the
benefits and challenges of software ecosystems, mainly in open source approaches. In
this review, lack of attention towards trust building between the actors was obvious, and
no evidence was found related to trust issue in relationship establishment.
Generic model or framework is one of the requirements that can support the emergence
and evolution of OSS-ecosystem. This generic framework must have the capability to be
tailored in management, assessment and design. However, for business models further
study is required to propose revenue strategies from OSS-ecosystem.

6.3 Actor’s List
By investigating the 93 literatures and considering actor-network theory, 25 actors were
distinguished. The actors can be human actors, collection of systems or group of people
that work together to form community, and their goals are similar. Moreover, by
considering the six SECO viewpoints by Messerschmitt and Szyperski (2003), all the
actors can fit at least in one of the viewpoints. This shows that the ANT method used in
this study to extract actors has justification in research. The only group that is not
considered as per the said viewpoints are non-human actors or infrastructure actors such
as repositories, mailing list, etc. These technical actors have significant role in ecosystem
functionality and upholding relationship among the human actors. Developers have an
effective role in OSS-ecosystem because apart from producing products and parts they
accepted OEM-vendors roles as well (Yu & Deng, 2011). But in the actors list,
commercial companies or a provider company have a motivating role for the ecosystem.
They motivate users to participate in development process and make profit out of open
ecosystem.
The relationship between the actors require more research in academia since it seems that
the strong or weak ties between actors have notable effects on SECO performance. In
addition, managing actors and the methods used to motivate and orient the effective actors
or niche players such as developers, end-users or companies, etc., is important for the
evolution of open source ecosystem.
Hiring the actors in OSS-ecosystem is simple, every user considered as an actor in the
ecosystem (Manikas & Hansen, 2013b) but to be an effective actors moderately
verifications are necessary to be done as Eclipse foundation have model for employing
manpower for its ecosystem (Aarnoutse et al., 2014).

6.4 Business advantages, disadvantages, limitation and challenges
By considering the enumeration of advantages, disadvantages, limitation and challenges
listed in this review, 31 advantages, 3 disadvantages, 6 limitations and 16 challenges have
been presented. In terms of benefits, some advantages are very significant in literatures
such as open innovation, Open coopetition, cost sharing and market share. These
advantages can be the main incentives for running an OSS-ecosystems by an enterprise.
These benefits are motivating enough for enterprises to accept software ecosystem with
open source approach.
Findings show that benefits outweighed disadvantages and challenges in case of running
an OSS-ecosystem. For example, innovation stands out in the advantages list. The
supporting authors claim that open innovation is one of the benefits of running open
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source ecosystem, but they did mot mention how they could measure and achieve
innovation in open source ecosystem. Coopetition was introduced as one of the
advantages of OSS-ecosystem as well. It means that OSS-ecosystem is common interest
of competitors who want to work together to produce standard or widespread platform.
This advantage was cited in just one paper, but the impact on ecosystem is quite
significant as commercial and competitive organizations find a way to cooperate with
each other.
Assessment models and validating health of ecosystem is the most interesting area for
researchers and professionals. The models presenting the health of SECO provide critical
information for the ecosystem owners. Assessment models have a direct relationship with
sustainability of OSS-ecosystems. Because of large number of activist in an ecosystem,
the environment variables are very high and changes in each group or individuals can
effect on the rest of actors. Hence, constant SECO operation is very dependent of the
quality in every aspect of ecosystem, such as answer to changes, bug reporting and
eradicating unstable status in project. In other words, regular monitoring of system and
decision making on critical condition by ecosystem owners increase the sustainability of
software ecosystem.
In conventional software business, making profit is usually achieved by selling licenses.
However, as per modern Software ecosystem trend and especially open source ecosystem,
possibilities of fiscal benefits have changed drastically. The prospect of losing one’s
intellectual property and losing control on software production are more worrisome, and
can discourage some conservative software business from adopting OSS-ecosystem,
especially large-scale software businesses. However, adoption of OSS-ecosystem will
become inevitable, and the modern trend leans towards open the product line to 3rd party
developers from companies, foundations, and individuals to cooperate in development
tasks, and benefits will support the actors in SECO.
Comparing OSS-ecosystem with close ecosystem is possible in some aspects. In close
ecosystems all the efforts are under one company name or company’s services and it’s
the company that control the ecosystem. On the other hand, in OSS-ecosystem the
ecosystems activities are round the product or platform and it is a community or
foundation that take control of ecosystem. However, it is imaginable that a private
organization take control of evolution of the ecosystem but the responsibilities are limited
orchestration and facilitating tasks.
The role of government as initiators or underpinning role of OSS-ecosystem was not
mentioned in studies. In addition for transparent reasons the government are potential
customers od OSS-ecosystem (Alspaugh, Asuncion, & Scacchi, 2009; Kon et al., 2011;
E. Santos & Costa, 2013). This actor can paly an fundamental role in thriving open source
ecosystems. In future research it is suggested to study more on national and international
governmental agencies in promoting open source ecosystem.
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7.

Conclusions

Software business has been changed dramatically. New phenomenon and technologies
have introduced impressive changes in the development and utilization of software
products. This secondary study is an attempt to answer research questions in relevance to
the definition and state-of-the-art of open source software ecosystem, and identifying
available models in software industry. Distinguishing the actors in ecosystem alongside
business challenges that such development trend incurs are also among the research
objectives.
The purpose of this thesis is to find and address evidences and facets of OSS-ecosystem
operation and its maintenance in current software business environment. To achieve this
goal, a list of OSS-ecosystem definition, actors, models and business challenges are
presented, and evaluated to understand their roles from software business and academic
viewpoints. Numerous actors and models have been found that can support software
project, software product or platform. They can be used by newbies who want to know
about the ecosystem and eager to run a software ecosystem with open source strategy. In
addition, by discussing business challenges and benefits of OSS-ecosystem, an
understanding is arrived at that this field requires more attention by professionals and
researchers alike. In other words, finding evidences about constructing an open source
software ecosystem is the main contribution of this study.
This study reveals that although there are some suitable explanations for SECO, but when
it comes to OSS-ecosystem, definitions can vary to suit SECO nature and objectives. The
model and framework proposed for open source ecosystem consider main exercises in
ecosystem life-cycle and these model facilitate running of the SECO. These models are
also suitable for assessment operation and monitoring availabilities of entities are
important for owners. All these elements provide insights on running an OSS-ecosystem.
Eventually, open source software is critical to running a software ecosystem. This
approach initiates the process of software ecosystem by its definition the goals and steps
can be defined with models the procedures and methods of managing a SECO creates the
path of ecosystem life-cycle. In addition, by knowing the actors providing the resources
will be easier in different stage in ecosystem life-cycle.

7.1 Limitations and threats
By using the SLR research method for this study, we tried to collect optimum results from
digital libraries,3 and by using backward snowballing some more relevant studies were
imported to the primary literature list. However, some literature may have been
overlooked as a result of this method. The other limitation of this study is the lack of
concrete decision in choosing the data, as many of them overlapped each other and an
only an unclear understanding could be made from them. This limitation is significantly
present while choosing the actors. So distinguishing the actors was a challenge in this
case.
Another limitation of this study was establishing relationship using various models. In
other words, it was unclear to figure out a suitable combination of models for a single
OSS-ecosystem. For instance, from the collection of models for management, business
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and assessment, it is difficult to arrive at potent model combination that will provide
optimum results.
A threat for this study is the numerous results found for each research question. These
results may have affected the data analysis section unfavourably. However, extracting
and presenting precise information was necessary for the success of this study.
Nonetheless, confusion in regard to some terminologies can be another threat for this
review.

7.2 Future study
Health of software ecosystem, especially health of open source software ecosystem is
strongly recommended to be investigated further. Currently, the available models and
frameworks to measure and estimate the SECO health cover only the technical aspects of
an ecosystem. However, there is a critical need for a model or a framework that can
produce a holistic view of an open source ecosystem.
The transition from project to ecosystem trend is one of the challenges that organisations
or project owners may encounter. There are number of open source projects available on
the market, and there is a need for proper strategy and suitable framework for these
projects to work as SECO in order to survive in competitive situations. For future study,
working on transition operation is suggested to find methods of running, perquisite
resources and requirements for making OSS-ecosystem.
Trust and commitment in OSS-ecosystem and other forms of software ecosystems needs
more attention by researchers. This topic can be a valuable asset for SECO owners since
they can make overhaul the overall image of SECO to attract more actors and help build
a symbiotic relationship between them and the ecosystem.
The role of hardware in open source ecosystem was not clear due to more focus on
software, but in OSS-ecosystem, this understanding can help a business or a technology
survive. Further study on the role of hardware and open source ecosystem seems to be in
high demand. For instance, Internet of things (IoT) is a widely researched topic in modern
business, and many businesses are showing interests to invest in it. One major factor of
such a technology is the portable devices, tiny computers equipped with sensors. Thus,
considering the combination of hardware and software platforms with open source
approach can help tackle development issues in this technology domain.

7.3 Validity Report
This study has adopted measures to reduce threats to internal and external validity
according to the SLR guideline. So by applying Kitchenham & Charters (2007)
instructions, external validity reduced greatly. However, internal validity and quality
issues in selecting appropriate information from the texts may have a degree of bias to it.
To maximize the quality of papers, quality assessment procedure took into account and
primary study quality measured accordingly. However, peer-review process could help
mitigate bias issues as two researchers were involved in the selection process.
Large number of primary literatures can be threat for our results since they provide huge
information makes synthesising the data challenging and it misleads decision making.
However, a large number of data can make the decision process more accurate as well.
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Appendix C. Data extraction form
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OSS ecosystem related
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Actor-Stakeholders
Business Benefits
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Model
Other Role
Project
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Company
Developers
Partners
Project Manager
Stakeholders
Users
Other [P………………….]

Software ecosystem and
open source software
relationship
Case Study Name(s)
Actors

Study type

Study level

Business Relation

Business info

 Empirical Research
 Qualitative Research
 Quantitative Research
 Primary Study
 Secondary study
 Tertiary study





Business benefit
Business disadvantage
Business limitation
Other [P………………..]
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Model
Model description
Study Results/Conclusion
Limitations
Future researches
Additional Notes
Significant terms, items or
subjects






Assessment
Design
Management(understanding, Emerge or control)
Other
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Appendix D. Matrix table for data classification

[ID] Title

OSSECO

Actors

Model/
Framework

Business
Concerns

{Yes, No}

{Yes, No}

{Yes, No}

{Yes, No}

Appendix E. Matrix table for data classification
Code

For

A
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M

Model

BA

Business Advantages

BD

Business Disadvantage

BC

Business challenges

D1…D22
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on the papers

JO
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KO
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WS
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EX

Experiment

CS

Case study

SU

Survey

TH

Theoretical

RW

Review(SLR/Mapping)

